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Digital Forensics Trial Graphics

Teaching the Jury through Effective Use of Visuals

John Sammons Associate Professor and Director of the Digital Forensics and Information
Assurance program, Marshall University, Huntington, WV, USA
Lars Daniel Digital Forensics Examiner and Forensic Artist, Guardian Digital Forensics, NC, USA

Helps digital forensics practitioners explain to laypeople the critical systems and
processes used in the discovery and preservation of digital forensic evidence

ISBN: 978-0-12-803483-5
PUB DATE: April 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 148
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Information Security professionals
of all levels, digital forensic
examiners and investigators,
InfoSec consultants, attorneys,
law enforcement officers. Also
forensic training vendors,
government training courses,
universities, litigation support,
and high-tech crime associations

KEY FEATURES
• Helps users learn skills for the effective presentation of digital forensics evidence via graphics
in a trial setting to laypeople, such as juries and judges
• Presents the principles of visual learning and graphic design as a foundation for developing
effective visuals
• Provides the best practices of slide design to develop effective visuals for the presentation of
evidence
• Includes access to 80 professional quality graphics that illustrate critical computer and network
systems and processes for the collection of digital forensic evidence
DESCRIPTION
Digital Forensics Trial Graphics: Teaching the Jury through Effective Use of Visuals helps digital
forensic practitioners explain complex technical material to laypeople (i.e., juries, judges, etc.). The
book includes professional quality illustrations and animations of technical systems that help
anyone understand the complex concepts behind the science.
Users will find invaluable information on theory and best practices, along with guidance on how to
design and deliver successful explanations. A companion website, which contains a collection of
very high-quality, custom graphics created by professional designers, artists, and educators to
illustrate the technical concepts and processes in a step-by-step manner is also included.
Each process and concept is represented by a single image, series of images, or an animation that
supplements and supports a verbal explanation. Talking points and guidelines for each topic are
also included, along with customized PowerPoint templates that adhere to design best practices.
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Forensic Investigations
An Introduction

Brent E. Turvey Forensic Solutions LLC, Sitka, AK, USA Director, The Institute of Forensic
Investigation & Criminal Profiling (Aguascalientes, MX)
Stan Crowder Department of Sociology, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA, USA

A primary text for instructors teaching forensic courses related to criminal and forensic
investigation

ISBN: 978-0-12-800680-1
PUB DATE: March 2017
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 394
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Entry level forensic practitioners,
forensic science programs, legal
community, sociology /
criminology programs, and
criminal justice programs

KEY FEATURES
• A primary text for instructors teaching forensic courses related to criminal and forensic
investigation
• Written by forensic professionals, currently in practice and testifying in court
• Offers applied protocols for a broad range of forensic investigations
• Augments theoretical constructs with recent, and relevant, case studies and forensic reports
• Based on the most recent scientific research, practice, and protocols related to forensic inquiry
DESCRIPTION
The terms forensic investigator and forensic investigation are part of our cultural identity. They can
be found in the news, on television, and in film. They are invoked, generally, to imply that highly
trained personnel will be collecting some form of physical evidence with eventual scientific results
that cannot be questioned or bargained with. In other words, they are invoked to imply the
reliability, certainty and authority of a scientific inquiry.
Using cases from the authors' extensive files, Forensic Investigations: An Introduction provides an
overview of major subjects related to forensic inquiry and evidence examination. It will prepare
Criminal Justice and Criminology students in forensic programs for more specialized courses, and
provide a valuable resource to newly employed forensic practitioners. Written by practicing and
testifying forensic professionals from law enforcement, academia, mental health and the forensic
sciences, this work offers a balanced scientific approach, based in the established literature, for
broad appeal.
The purpose of this text is to help students and professionals rid themselves of the myths and
misconceptions they have accumulated regarding forensic investigators, and the subsequent
forensic investigations they help to conduct. It will help the reader understand the role of the
forensic investigator; the nature and variety of forensic investigations that take place in the justice
system; and the mechanisms by which such investigations become worthy as evidence in court. It’s
goals are no more lofty than that. However, they could not be more necessary to our
understanding of what justice is, how it is most reliably achieved, and how it can be corrupted by
those who are burdened with apathy and alternative motives.
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Essentials of Medicolegal Death Investigation
Matthew M. Lunn Binghamton University, a State University of New York Decker School of
Nursing

A definitive text reference for learning or training in medicolegal death investigation

ISBN: 978-0-12-803641-9
PUB DATE: March 2017
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 190
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Medical examiner/coroner staff,
forensic science and criminal
justice students, entry level
professionals
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KEY FEATURES
• A valuable guide to the interpretation of medical death investigation for practitioners and
students.
• Coverage of the following circumstances in death investigations: Asphyxiation, Blunt-Force
Injuries, Sharp-Force Injuries, Gunshot Wounds, Toxicology Deaths and Natural Causes.
• Each section includes case studies with written and visual descriptions and discussion, as well
as up-to-date literature review
DESCRIPTION
Essentials of Medicolegal Death Investigation uses a unique approach by combining medical issues
and injury patterns, and investigative procedures to provide the reader with the basic
fundamentals for a death investigation. The text introduces the reader to death investigation,
common causes of death, and very specific types of death, including blunt-force injuries, gunshot
wounds, and toxicology deaths. Each section includes case studies with written and visual
descriptions. Written by a well-known and experienced medicolegal death investigator, Essentials
of Medicolegal Death Investigation fills a void in medicolegal literature for both students and
professionals alike.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Osteoarchaeology

A Guide to the Macroscopic Study of Human Skeletal Remains
Efthymia Nikita Science and Technology in Archaeology Research Center, The Cyprus Institute

A comprehensive text for osteoarchaeologists and bioarchaeologists

ISBN: 978-0-12-804021-8
PUB DATE: February 2017
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 450
TRIM: 8.5w x 10.875h
AUDIENCE
Students studying bioarchaeology,
osteoarchaeology,
physical/biological anthropology,
biology, archaeology both in
undergraduate and graduate
levels

KEY FEATURES
• Coverage of nearly every aspect of human osteological macroscopic analysis
• Detailed descriptions of the application of different methods
• Online resources:
*Macros designed by the author for a) the calculation of the number of individuals in
commingled assemblages, b) processing cranial landmarks and nonmetric traits, c) the
calculation of biodistances and their statistical significance, d) the estimation of stature and
body mass, e) the creation of artificial datasets for further practice or research, and f)
statistical analysis
*Detailed manual for the online macros
*Glossary
*Sample data
*Review exercises
DESCRIPTION
The study of human skeletal remains is an integral part of archaeological research and provides
insights to past demography, mobility, health and disease, activity patterns, and other aspects of
life. Osteoarchaeology: A Guide to the Macroscopic Study of Human Skeletal Remains covers the
identification of bones and teeth, taphonomy, sex and ancestry assessment, age estimation, the
analysis of biodistances, growth patterns and activity markers, as well as paleopathology. The aim
of this text is to familiarize the reader with the main applications of osteoarchaeology and provide
the necessary knowledge required for the implementation of a broad range of osteological
methods.
Osteoarchaeology: A Guide to the Macroscopic Study of Human Skeletal Remains aims at
complementing existing textbooks used in upper level undergraduate and graduate courses on
osteoarchaeology, human osteology, and, to some extent, forensic anthropology. The book is also
addressed to professional osteologists who are interested in learning how to apply advanced
macroscopic methods. Pedagogical features include ample illustrations, case study material,
revision exercises, and a glossary. Additional features comprise macros that facilitate data
processing and analysis, as well as an extensive chapter on applied statistics.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Creating Digital Faces for Law Enforcement
Michael W. Streed Police Sergeant (Ret.), Certified Forensic Artist

Comprehensive, step-by-step guide that addresses the creation of digital, software
driven sketches for non-artist technicians

ISBN: 978-0-12-805102-3
PUB DATE: March 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 370
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Law Enforcement Investigators
(civilian / military), Forensic/Crime
Scene Investigators, Crime
Analysts, Private Investigators.
Forensic Science and Criminal
Justice College / University
Students (2/4 year programs)

KEY FEATURES
• Includes descriptions supported by both photographs and video demonstrations to help the
reader better understand the process
• Written by an internationally recognized police sketch artist with over 35 years of experience
• Includes a companion site that hosts an image bank and author created/narrated videos for
reader access
DESCRIPTION
Creating Digital Faces for Law Enforcement provides the proper foundation for obtaining the key
information needed to create effective facial composites. The two main methods used for this
purpose, traditional forensic artist and commercially developed facial composite software, are
thoroughly discussed in the book.
As traditional forensic art has advanced from pen and paper to more enhanced digital tools, this
text reviews the development of digital tools used by forensic artists, describing each tool in detail.
It is the first text of its kind to address the creation of digital, software driven, sketches for nonartist/technicians.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Human Remains: Another Dimension

The Application of Imaging to the Study of Human Remains

Edited by: Tim Thompson School of Science and Engineering, Teesside University,
Middlesbrough, UK
David Errickson School of Science and Engineering, Teesside University, Middlesbrough, UK

A comprehensive text on the application of 3D imaging of human remains
KEY FEATURES
• Includes three dimensional imaging techniques presented from a forensics point-of-view
• Written by well-renowned specialists in the field
• Assimilates disparate pieces that relate to the novel use of non-invasive three-dimensional
imaging techniques
ISBN: 978-0-12-804602-9
PUB DATE: March 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 110
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Practitioners: Anthropologists,
Radiographers, Pathologists,
Specialists in Forensic Imaging,
Criminalists; Crime Scene
Investigators, Archaeologists,
Heritage Historians

DESCRIPTION
Human Remains – Another Dimension: The Application of 3D Imaging in the Funerary Contextbrings
together scattered literature on the topic, assimilating disparate pieces that relate to the novel use
of non-invasive three-dimensional imaging techniques in the forensic context.
All chapters are written by specialists in the field who use these types of imaging techniques within
their research, bringing an engaging and comprehensive view that demonstrates the current use of
3D non-invasive imaging techniques using case studies. In addition, the advantages for using such
methods, their current limitations, and possible solutions are also reviewed.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Forensic Anthropology

Edited by: Max M. Houck Vice President, Forensic and Intelligence Services, LLC

This up-to-date, graduate level reference is edited by leading experts and is for anyone
who studies, teaches, or practices forensic anthropology
A Volume in the Advanced Forensic Science Series.
ISBN: 978-0-12-802214-6
PUB DATE: January 2017
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 436
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Law enforcement, social service
case workers, juvenile workers,
child welfare workers and
solicitors /prosecutors

KEY FEATURES
• Provides basic principles of forensic science and an overview of forensic anthropology
• Contains sections on taphonomy, recovery, analysis, pathology, and identification
• Covers statistical interpretation of evidence using the classical-frequentist approach and
Bayesian analysis, measurement uncertainty, and standard methods
• Includes a section on professional issues, such as: from crime scene to court, expert witness
testimony, and health and safety
• Incorporates effective pedagogy, key terms, review questions, discussion questions, and
additional reading suggestions
DESCRIPTION
Forensic Anthropology serves as a graduate level text for those studying and teaching forensic
anthropology, as well as an excellent reference for forensic anthropologists’ libraries or use in their
casework. Coverage includes taphonomy, recovery and analysis, identification, statistical
interpretation, and professional issues. Edited by a world-renowned leading forensic expert, the
Advanced Forensic Science Series grew out of the recommendations from the 2009 NAS Report,
Strengthening Forensic Science: A Path Forward, and is a long overdue solution for the forensic
science community.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Forensic Science Reform
Protecting the Innocent

Edited by: Wendy J Koen Habeas Attorney, San Diego, CA, USA
C. Michael Bowers Associate Clinical Professor, Herman Ostrow School of Dentistry, University
of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA; Deputy Medical Examiner, Ventura, CA, USA

Written for the nonscientist, this resource will aid in the prevention of wrongful
convictions

ISBN: 978-0-12-802719-6
PUB DATE: January 2017
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 370
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Criminal court judges and
attorneys, legal professionals, as
well as forensic science and law
students worldwide

KEY FEATURES
• Offers training for prosecuting attorneys on the present state of the forensic sciences in order
to avoid reliance on legal precedent that lags decades behind the science
• Provides defense attorneys the knowledge to defend their clients against flawed science
• Arms innocence projects and appellate attorneys with the latest information to challenge
convictions that were obtained using faulty science
• Uses science-specific case studies to simplify issues in forensic science for the legal
professional
• Offers a detailed overview of both the failures and progress made in the forensic sciences,
making the volume ideal for law school courses covering wrongful convictions, or for
undergraduate courses on law, legal ethics, or forensics
DESCRIPTION
Forensic Science Reform: Protecting the Innocent is written for the nonscientist to help make
complicated scientific information clear and concise enough for attorneys and judges to master.
This volume covers physical forensic science, namely arson, shaken baby syndrome, non-accidental
trauma, bite marks, DNA, ballistics, comparative bullet lead analysis, fingerprint analysis, and hair
and fiber analysis, and contains valuable contributions from leading experts in the field of forensic
science.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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The Psychology of Criminal and Antisocial
Behavior
Victim and Offender Perspectives

Edited by: Wayne Petherick Bond University, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Grant Sinnamon James Cook University, Townsville, Australia

An edited, practical reference text that explores a variety of criminal and antisocial
behaviors, both violent and nonviolent

ISBN: 978-0-12-809287-3
PUB DATE: January 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 600
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Practitioners in the fields of
forensic criminology, criminology
and criminal justice, forensic
mental health, psychology and
psychiatry. Graduate and
undergraduate students in the
above mentioned areas, along
with police training academies

KEY FEATURES
• Includes twenty chapters across a diverse range of criminal and antisocial subject areas
• Authored by an international panel of experts in their respective fields that provide a multicultural perspective on the issues of crime and antisocial behavior
• Explores topics from both victim and offender perspectives
• Includes chapters covering research, practice, policy, mitigation, and prevention
• Provides an easy to read and consistent framework, making the text user-friendly as a readyreference desktop guide
DESCRIPTION
The Psychology of Criminal and Antisocial Behavior: Victim and Offenders Perspectives is not just
another formulaic book on forensic psychology. Rather, it opens up new areas of enquiry to busy
practitioners and academics alike, exploring topics using a practical approach to social deviance
that is underpinned by frontier research findings, policy, and international trends.
From the relationship between psychopathology and crime, and the characteristics of catathymia,
compulsive homicide, sadistic violence, and homicide victimology, to adult sexual grooming,
domestic violence, and honor killings, experts in the field provide insight into the areas of
homicide, violent crime, and sexual predation. In all, more than 20 internationally recognized
experts in their fields explore these and other topic, also including discussing youth offending, love
scams, the psychology of hate, public threat assessment, querulence, stalking, arson, and cults.
This edited work is an essential reference for academics and practitioners working in any capacity
that intersects with offenders and victims of crime, public policy, and roles involving the
assessment, mitigation, and investigation of criminal and antisocial behavior. It is particularly ideal
for those working in criminology, psychology, law and law enforcement, public policy, and for
social science students seeking to explore the nature and character of criminal social deviance.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Contemporary Digital Forensic Investigations
of Cloud and Mobile Applications

Edited by: Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo Department of Information Systems and Cyber Security,
University of Texas at San Antonio, USA; School of Information Technology and Mathematical
Sciences, University of South Australia, Australia
Ali Dehghantanha EU Marie-Curie International Incoming Research Fellow, School of
Computing, University of Salford, UK

Presents work from thought leaders who provide cutting-edge research in digital
forensic investigations for cloud and mobile device applications

ISBN: 978-0-12-805303-4
PUB DATE: October 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 314
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Mobile security and privacy
research communities and
practitioner communities.
Information Security
professionals, digital forensic
analysts, researchers, and
practitioners, as well as university
students in digital forensics
programs

KEY FEATURES
• Presents the most current, leading edge research on cloud and mobile application forensics,
featuring a panel of top experts in the field
• Introduces the first book to provide an in-depth overview of the issues surrounding digital
forensic investigations in cloud and associated mobile apps
• Covers key technical topics and provides readers with a complete understanding of the most
current research findings
• Includes discussions on future research directions and challenges
DESCRIPTION
Contemporary Digital Forensic Investigations of Cloud and Mobile Applications comprehensively
discusses the implications of cloud (storage) services and mobile applications on digital forensic
investigations. The book provides both digital forensic practitioners and researchers with an up-todate and advanced knowledge of collecting and preserving electronic evidence from different
types of cloud services, such as digital remnants of cloud applications accessed through mobile
devices.
This is the first book that covers the investigation of a wide range of cloud services. Dr. Kim-Kwang
Raymond Choo and Dr. Ali Dehghantanha are leading researchers in cloud and mobile security and
forensics, having organized research, led research, and been published widely in the field. Users
will gain a deep overview of seminal research in the field while also identifying prospective future
research topics and open challenges.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Forensic Pathology

Edited by: Max M. Houck Vice President, Forensic and Intelligence Services, LLC

A graduate level text-reference for those studying or teaching forensic pathology that is
an excellent reference for casework
A Volume in the Advanced Forensic Science Series.
ISBN: 978-0-12-802261-0
PUB DATE: October 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 420
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Graduate level forensic science
students and educators, as well as
entry level forensic professionals

KEY FEATURES
• Provides basic principles of forensic science and an overview of forensic pathology
• Contains sections on postmortem interval, autopsy, trauma, causes of death, and
identification
• Includes a section on professional issues, such as crime scene to court, expert witness
testimony, health and safety, deaths in custody, and suicide
• Incorporates effective pedagogy, key terms, review questions, discussion questions, and
additional reading suggestions
DESCRIPTION
Forensic Pathology, the latest volume in the Advanced Forensic Science series that grew out of the
recommendations from the 2009 NAS Report serves as a graduate level text for those studying and
teaching forensic pathology, and is an excellent reference for forensic pathologists’ libraries or for
use in their casework.
Coverage includes postmortem interval, autopsy, trauma, causes of death, identification, and
professional issues. Edited by a world-renowned leading forensic expert, this series provides a long
overdue solution for the forensic science community.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Developmental Juvenile Osteology, 2e

Craig Cunningham Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification, School of Science and
Engineering, University of Dundee, UK
Louise Scheuer Centre for Anatomy and Human identification, School of Science and
Engineering, University of Dundee, UK
Sue Black Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification, School of Science and Engineering,
University of Dundee, UK

The second edition of this advanced reference documents the development of the
entire human skeleton from early embryonic life to adulthood, providing a reference
point for many disciplines, including anatomy, osteology, archaeology, orthopedics, and
forensic anthropology, to name a few
ISBN: 978-0-12-382106-5
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780080530383
PUB DATE: September 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 618
TRIM: 8.5w x 10.875h
AUDIENCE
Researchers and students in
anthropology and archaeology;
forensic and medical scientists;
and libraries

"This book is really a very much-needed text and reference book which is not only immensely
helpful for physical anthropologists, but also for general biologists and anatomists working on the
development of the human skeleton. ...The book can whole-heartedly be recommended..." --M.
Schultz, Auxologie, 2002
"The text is informative and well written, and makes fluent reading. This book will become a
standard reference text and should be available not only in departments of archaeology and
anthropology, but also to paediatric clinicians, radiologists and lawyers." --Christine Hall, The
Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery, 2001
KEY FEATURES
• Identifies every component of the juvenile skeleton, by providing a detailed analysis of
development and ageing and a detailed description of each bone in four ways: adult bone,
early development, ossification and practical notes
• New chapters and updated sections covering the dentition, age estimation in the living and
bone histology
• An updated bibliography documenting the research literature that has contributed to the field
over the past
15 years since the publication of the first edition
• Heavily illustrated, including new additions
DESCRIPTION
Developmental Juvenile Osteology was created as a core reference text to document the
development of the entire human skeleton from early embryonic life to adulthood.
In the period since its first publication there has been a resurgence of interest in the developing
skeleton, and the second edition of Developmental Juvenile Osteology incorporates much of the
key literature that has been published in the intervening time.
The main core of the text persists by describing each individual component of the human skeleton
from its embryological origin through to its final adult form. This systematic approach has been
shown to assist the processes of both identification and age estimation and acts as a core source
for the basic understanding of normal human skeletal development. In addition to this core, new
sections have been added where there have been significant advances in the field.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Crime Scene Photography, 3e

Edward M. Robinson Associate Professor, Forensic Science Department, The George
Washington University, Washington, DC, USA

This third edition of the highly successful textbook covers general principles and
concepts of photography while delving into practical elements and advanced techniques
of forensic photography
ISBN: 978-0-12-802764-6
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780123865434
PUB DATE: August 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 778
TRIM: 8.5w x 10.875h
AUDIENCE
Undergraduate and postgraduate
students in forensic and/or
criminal justice programs, law
enforcement training centers,
police academies and local
agencies

KEY FEATURES
• Extensively illustrated with over 1000 full color photographs, with many images entirely new
for the third edition
• Over 100 practical exercises help the reader grasp the practical applications
• Variations of correct and incorrect approaches, to be used alongside practical exercises,
available online in the Instructor’s Manual
• The chapter on Special Photographic Situations includes new sections on autopsy
photography, images from drones, recommendations to photographically document
bloodstain patterns and firearms trajectories
DESCRIPTION
Crime Scene Photography, Third Edition, covers the general principles and concepts of
photography, while also delving into the more practical elements and advanced concepts of
forensic photography. Robinson assists the reader in understanding and applying essential
concepts in order to create images that are able to withstand challenges in court. This text is a
required reading by both the International Association for Identification’s Crime Scene Certification
Board and the Forensic Photography Certification Board. Includes an instructor website with
lecture slides, practical exercises, a test bank, and image collection and many videos which can be
used.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Biological Distance Analysis

Forensic and Bioarchaeological Perspectives

Edited by: Marin,A Pilloud PhD, D-ABFA University of Nevada, Reno, NV, USA
Joseph T. Hefner Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

A comprehensive reference synthesizing previous work, while highlighting current
research and future directions of biological distance analysis

ISBN: 978-0-12-801966-5
PUB DATE: July 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 488
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Forensic anthropologists,
bioarchaeologists, and anyone
employing multivariate statistical
methods based on biological data.
In addition, advanced graduate
students and academics
conducting research in biological
anthropology.
Paleoanthropologists and forensic
medical doctors/pathologists

KEY FEATURES
• Defines datasets and how they are used within biodistance analysis
• Applies methodology to individual and population studies
• Bridges the sub-fields of forensic anthropology and bioarchaeology
• Highlights current research and future directions of biological distance analysis
• Identifies statistical programs and datasets for use in biodistance analysis
• Contains cases studies and thorough index for those interested in biological distance analyses
DESCRIPTION
Biological Distance Analysis: Forensic and Bioarchaeological Perspectives synthesizes research
within the realm of biological distance analysis, highlighting current work within the field and
discussing future directions. The book is divided into three main sections. The first section clearly
outlines datasets and methods within biological distance analysis, beginning with a brief history of
the field and how it has progressed to its current state. The second section focuses on approaches
using the individual within a forensic context, including ancestry estimation and case studies.
The final section concentrates on population-based bioarchaeological approaches, providing key
techniques and examples from archaeological samples. The volume also includes an appendix with
additional resources available to those interested in biological distance analyses.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & FORENSICS
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Materials Analysis in Forensic Science

Edited by: Max M. Houck Vice President, Forensic and Intelligence Services, LLC, Virginia, USA

A graduate level text-reference for those studying or teaching materials analysis in
forensic science that covers methods, textiles, explosives, and more
A Volume in the Advanced Forensic Science Series.
ISBN: 978-0-12-800574-3
PUB DATE: June 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 510
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Graduate level forensic science
students and educators, as well as
entry level forensic professionals

KEY FEATURES
• Provides basic principles of forensic science and an overview of materials analysis
• Contains information on a wide variety of trace evidence
• Covers methods, textiles, explosives, glass, coatings, geo-and bio-materials, and marks and
impressions, as well as various other materials
• Includes a section on professional issues, such as discussions of the crime scene to court
process, lab reports, health and safety, and field deployable devices
• Incorporates effective pedagogy, key terms, review questions, discussion questions, and
additional reading suggestions
DESCRIPTION
Materials Analysis in Forensic Science will serve as a graduate level text for those studying and
teaching materials analysis in forensic science. In addition, it will prove an excellent library
reference for forensic practitioners to use in their casework. Coverage includes methods, textiles,
explosives, glass, coatings, geo-and bio-materials, and marks and impressions, as well as
information on various other materials and professional issues the reader may encounter. Edited
by a world-renowned leading forensic expert, the book is a long overdue solution for the forensic
science community.
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Behavioral Evidence Analysis

International Forensic Practice and Protocols

Edited by: Brent E. Turvey Forensic Solutions LLC, Sitka, AK, USA Director, The Institute of
Forensic Investigation & Criminal Profiling (Aguascalientes, MX)
Manuel Esparza Director, Institute of Forensic Investigation and Criminal Profiling, Juarez,
Mexico

A definitive guide on criminal profiling that teachers practitioners, through example
cases, how to conduct criminal reporting in the most efficient manner

ISBN: 978-0-12-800607-8
PUB DATE: May 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 366
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Criminal profiling practitioners,
forensic science programs, legal
community, sociology /
criminology programs, and
criminal justice programs

KEY FEATURES
• One of a kind desk reference containing actual criminal profiles for student and examiner
reference
• Contributions prepared by an international group of board-certified criminal profilers
• Reports are prepared in relation to both investigative and forensic contexts
• Demonstrates the utility of criminal profiling in both teaching and casework
• Compliant with practice standards and ethical guidelines published by the International
Association of Forensic Criminologists, the Academy of Behavioral Profiling, and the Global
Forensic Alliance
DESCRIPTION
The criminal profiling community can easily be split into two separate groups: those that have
written criminal profiles and those that have not. It is an important distinction, because report
writing is one of the most important requirements of good scientific practice. The process of
writing up findings helps to reveal flaws in an examiner’s logic so that they can be amended or
revisited; the final report memorializes findings and their underlying basis at a fixed point in time;
and as a document a forensic report provides the best mechanism for transparency and peer
review. The problem is that many criminal profilers have not written criminal profiles, and still
more prefer that this remain the case, often to conceal their lack of methodology.
The contributors to this volume have travelled the world for more than a decade to lecture on the
subjects of crime scene analysis and criminal profiling. The result has been a steady stream of
requests from educational, institutions and government agencies alike to teach the application of
criminal profiling theory. Everyone has read the books, everyone has attended the lecture; but few
have experience with hands on practice and application. In other words, there is a growing number
of serious professionals who want to know how to put theory into practice and then learn what it
means to put their findings into written form.
Behavioral Evidence Analysis: International Forensic Practice and Protocols has been written as a
companion text to Turvey’s Criminal Profiling, now in its fourth edition. It is meant to provide the
legion of instructors that are teaching criminal profiling as a subject with real world examples of
case reports. It is also meant to serve as a desk reference for professionals that are writing crime
scene analysis and criminal profiling reports, to enable sampling of structure, terminology, and
references.
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Beyond the Bones

Engaging with Disparate Datasets

Edited by: Madeleine Mant McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Alyson Holland McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

As a comprehensive reference that provides the fundamentals of skeletal evidence, this
book is useful for a wide range of academics and graduate students undertaking
interdisciplinary research

ISBN: 978-0-12-804601-2
PUB DATE: May 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 148
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Anthropologists studying human
experiences with health and
disease in the past and present,
biological anthropologists,
palaeopathologists, historical
archaeologists, nutritional and
medical anthropologists, public
health professionals,
palaeoepidemiologists, historians,
museum curators, graduate
students

KEY FEATURES
• Examines how disparate datasets are combined using case studies from current research.
• Draws on multiple sub-disciplines of anthropological research to produce a holistic overview
that speaks to anthropology as a discipline.
• Explores examples drawn from qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods research to
illustrate the breadth of anthropological work.
DESCRIPTION
Interdisciplinary research is a rewarding enterprise, but there are inherent challenges, especially in
current anthropological study. Anthropologists investigate questions concerning health, disease,
and the life course in past and contemporary societies, necessitating interdisciplinary
collaboration. Tackling these ‘big picture’ questions related to human health-states requires
understanding and integrating social, historical, environmental, and biological contexts and uniting
qualitative and quantitative data from divergent sources and technologies. The crucial interplay
between new technologies and traditional approaches to anthropology necessitates innovative
approaches that promote the emergence of new and alternate views.
Beyond the Bones: Engaging with Disparate Datasets fills an emerging niche, providing a forum in
which anthropology students and scholars wrestle with the fundamental possibilities and
limitations in uniting multiple lines of evidence. This text demonstrates the importance of a multifaceted approach to research design and data collection and provides concrete examples of
research questions, designs, and results that are produced through the integration of different
methods, providing guidance for future researchers and fostering the creation of constructive
discourse. Contributions from various experts in the field highlight lines of evidence as varied as
skeletal remains, cemetery reports, hospital records, digital radiographs, ancient DNA, clinical
datasets, linguistic models, and nutritional interviews, including discussions of the problems,
limitations, and benefits of drawing upon and comparing datasets, while illuminating the many
ways in which anthropologists are using multiple data sources to unravel larger conceptual
questions in anthropology.
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Forensic Psychology of Spousal Violence

Mauro Paulino Clinical and Forensic Psychologist, Instituto Nacional de Medicina Legal e
Ciências Forenses

By providing a scientific approach to the topic of spousal abuse, this book, through the
use of both discussion and accompanying case studies, examines the role of the victim
both during, and after, victimization, an area that is extremely important in spousal
violence because of the interactive process between the victim and the offender

ISBN: 978-0-12-803533-7
PUB DATE: May 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 194
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Psychologists, social workers,
family therapists, police officers,
judges, lawyers, profilers and
nurses, family psychology
programs, forensic psychology
programs, criminology programs,
forensic nursing programs,
political science programs,
sociology programs, and social
psychology programs.

KEY FEATURES
• Uses international statistics to present data of women battered and/or deceased to educate,
change mindsets and practices and ultimately reduce the number of battered women and
spousal homicides in the future
• Includes current case studies
• Includes best practices for spousal abuse investigations
• Portable for use in fieldwork
DESCRIPTION
Exploring the dynamics between victim and offender is paramount to answering important issues
of character and vital for forensic research. This involves examining the role of the victim during
and after victimization; this process is especially important for spousal violence because of the
interactive process between the victim and the offender.
Forensic Psychology of Spousal Violence covers the phenomenon of spousal violence and its
different forms, discussing the consequences of abuse, providing research tips to be used in the
field, including relevant case studies and much more. The innovative approach of this text fills a
void in the current understanding of spousal violence.
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Forensic Epidemiology
Principles and Practice
Edited by: Michael Freeman
Maurice Zeegers

As a guide for the practical application of epidemiologic principles, data, and methods in
the investigation of causal relationships, this book provides readers with the legal and
scientific theories underlying the methods by which risk is used in the investigation of
individual causation.
ISBN: 978-0-12-404584-2
PUB DATE: May 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 416
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Primary: Forensic practitioners,
public health, upper-level
undergrad forensic epidemiology
/ forensic science instructors /
students
Secondary: Legal community

KEY FEATURES
• Historical perspective on how epidemiologic evidence of causation has been used in courts in
the US and Europe
• Theory and science underlying the use of risk to assess individual causation
• Primer on epidemiologic methods, and various measures used to arrive at individualized
comparative risk assessments and PC
• The use of statistical methods applied to publicly available data for ad hoc analysis of PC
applicable to the specific circumstances of a case
• Background on complementary disciplines, including forensic pathology, death investigation,
biomechanics, and survival analysis
• Examples of applied FE in the investigation of traffic injury and death, automotive and other
product defect litigation, medical negligence, and criminal prosecution and defense
DESCRIPTION
It is an inescapable fact that causation, both generally (in populations), and specifically (in
individuals), cannot be observed. Rather, causation is determined when it can be inferred that the
risk of an observed injury or disease from a plausible cause is greater than the risk from other
plausible causes. While many causal evaluations performed in forensic medicine are simplified by
the fact that the circumstances surrounding the onset of an injury or disease clearly rules out
competing causes (eg, a death following a fall), there are many cases that present a more
complicated picture. It is these types of investigations, in which an analysis of comparative levels of
risk from competing causes is needed to arrive at a reliable and accurate determination of the
most likely cause, that forensic epidemiology (FE) is directed at.
In Forensic Epidemiology, the authors present the legal and scientific theories underlying the
methods by which risk is used in the investigation of individual causation. Methods and principles
from epidemiology are combined with those from a multitude of other disciplines, including
general medicine, pharmacology, forensic pathology, biostatistics, and biomechanics, inter alia, as
a basis for investigating the plausibility of injury and disease exposures and mechanisms. The
ultimate determination of the probability of causation (PC) results from an assessment of the
strength of association of the investigated relationship in the individual, based on a comparison
between the risk of disease or injury from the investigated exposure versus the risk of the same
disease or injury occurring at the same point in time in the individual, but absent the exposure. The
principles and methods described in Forensic Epidemiology will be of interest to those who work
and study in the fields of forensic medicine, epidemiology, and the law.
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Human Body Decomposition

Jarvis Hayman Visiting Fellow, Australian National University, Canberra, A.C.T., Australia
Marc Oxenham Australian National University, Canberra, Australia

The only text to chronologically provide 200 years of research into the human
decomposition process.

ISBN: 978-0-12-803691-4
PUB DATE: April 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 154
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Introductory and/or upper level
courses in forensic anthropology.
Also, reference for other courses
involving human identification,
skeletal biology or human
osteology; practical guide for
beginning practitioners

KEY FEATURES
• Provides concise details of research, over the last 200 years, of estimating the time of death in
decomposed bodies.
• Covers methods of research into human decomposition in the stages of body cooling to
ambient temperature and the later stages of autolysis, putrefaction and skeletonisation.
• Includes a detailed account of recent research and future concepts.
• Concludes with an account of the difficulties which future research into human decomposition
will encounter.
DESCRIPTION
The fate of the human body after death is a subject that has fascinated enquirers, both in the
scientific and legal realms for millennia. However, objective research into the causes and nature of
human decomposition has only taken place in the last two centuries, and quantitative
measurement of the process as a means of estimating the time of death has only recently been
attempted. The substantial literature concerning this research has been published in numerous
scientific journals since the beginning of the nineteenth century. Human Body Decomposition
expands on the current literature to include the evolving research on estimating the time of death.
This volume details the process of decomposition to include early period after death when the
body cools to ambient temperature, and when the body begins to putrefy. This process is
significant because the estimation of the time of death becomes increasingly more difficult when
the body begins to putrefy.
Human Body Decomposition compiles a chronological account of research into the estimation of
the time since death in human bodies found decomposed in order that researchers in the subject
field can concentrate their thoughts and build on what has been achieved in the past.
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Forensic Fingerprints

Edited by: Max M. Houck Vice President, Forensic and Intelligence Services, LLC, Virginia, USA

As the latest edition in the Advanced Forensic Science Series, this graduate level text for
those studying and teaching fingerprint detection and analysis will also prove to be an
excellent reference for forensic practitioner libraries and for ongoing use in casework
ISBN: 978-0-12-800573-6
PUB DATE: February 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 192
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Graduate level forensic science
students and educators, as well as
entry level forensic professionals

A Volume in the Advanced Forensic Science Series.
KEY FEATURES
• Provides basic principles of forensic science and an overview of interpretation and
comparative methods
• Contains information on the chemistry of print residue and the visualization of latent prints
• Covers fingerprint science, friction ridge print examination, AFIS, and foot and palm prints
• Includes a section on professional issues, from crime scene to court, lab reports, health and
safety, and certification
• Incorporates effective pedagogy, key terms, review questions, discussion questions, and
additional reading suggestions
DESCRIPTION
Forensic Fingerprints, the latest in the Advanced Forensic Science Series which grew out of the
recommendations from the 2009 NAS Report: Strengthening Forensic Science: A Path Forward,
serves as a graduate level text for those studying and teaching fingerprint detection and analysis,
and will also prove to be an excellent reference for forensic practitioner libraries and for use in
casework.
Coverage includes fingerprint science, friction ridge print examination, AFIS, foot and palm prints,
and the professional issues practitioners may encounter. Edited by a world-renowned leading
forensic expert, this book is a long overdue solution for the forensic science community.
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Blinding as a Solution to Bias

Strengthening Biomedical Science, Forensic Science, and Law
Edited by: Christopher G. Robertson University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA
Aaron Kesselheim Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Department of Medicine, Boston, MA, USA

An invaluable resource for biomedical scientists, forensic scientists, lawyers and policy
makers

ISBN: 978-0-12-802460-7
PUB DATE: February 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 372
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Scholars, policy makers and
advocates in the fields of forensic
science, biomedical science, law
and institutional design.
Secondarily for schools of law or
graduate schools of psychology or
sociology.

"Since the time of Ben Franklin, scientists have recognized the power of blinding to help us see the
world more objectively. This collection of essays explores the complicated psychology of blinding,
while making a compelling case that we have yet to fully embrace the power of invisibility." -- Peter
A. Ubel, University Professor, Fuqua School of Business, Duke University
KEY FEATURES
• Introduces readers to the primary policy issue this book seeks to address: biased decisionmaking.
• Provides a focus on blinding as a solution to bias, which has applicability in many domains.
• Traces the development of blinding as a solution to bias, and explores the different ways
blinding has been employed.
• Includes case studies to explore particular uses of blinding for statisticians, radiologists, and
fingerprint examiners, and whether the jurors and judges who rely upon them will value and
understand blinding.
DESCRIPTION
What information should jurors have during court proceedings to render a just decision? Should
politicians know who is donating money to their campaigns? Will scientists draw biased
conclusions about drug efficacy when they know more about the patient or study population? The
potential for bias in decision-making by physicians, lawyers, politicians, and scientists has been
recognized for hundreds of years and drawn attention from media and scholars seeking to
understand the role that conflicts of interests and other psychological processes play. However,
commonly proposed solutions to biased decision-making, such as transparency (disclosing
conflicts) or exclusion (avoiding conflicts) do not directly solve the underlying problem of bias and
may have unintended consequences.
Robertson and Kesselheim bring together a renowned group of interdisciplinary scholars to
consider another way to reduce the risk of biased decision-making: blinding. What are the
advantages and limitations of blinding? How can we quantify the biases in unblinded research?
Can we develop new ways to blind decision-makers? What are the ethical problems with
withholding information from decision-makers in the course of blinding? How can blinding be
adapted to legal and scientific procedures and in institutions not previously open to this approach?
Fundamentally, these sorts of questions—about who needs to know what—open new doors of
inquiry for the design of scientific research studies, regulatory institutions, and courts.
The volume surveys the theory, practice, and future of blinding, drawing upon leading authors with
a diverse range of methodologies and areas of expertise, including forensic sciences, medicine, law,
philosophy, economics, psychology, sociology, and statistics.
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Forensic Psychiatry
A Lawyer’s Guide

Vivian Shnaidman Jersey Forensic Consulting, LLC and Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ,
USA

A user-friendly roadmap to forensic psychiatry for the non-psychiatrist

ISBN: 978-0-12-802852-0
PUB DATE: January 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 196
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Lawyers, judges, psychiatrists and
medical professionals w/o
forensic training who are expert
witnesses, law students and
instructors

KEY FEATURES
• A user-friendly roadmap to psychiatry for the non-psychiatrist—covers why you need a
forensic psychiatrist and the applications of psychiatry to law
• Provides coverage of the mental status examination, common psychiatric diagnoses, treatable
disorders versus brain damage, medical problems masquerading as mental illness, and much
more
• Includes a full glossary of psychiatric terms as an additional easy reference guide
DESCRIPTION
Lawyers frequently encounter clients and/or cases of bizarre behavior, mental illness, substance
abuse, psychopathy, sexual offenses, learning disorders, birth defects, and other behavioral and
emotional issues. Often they are ill-prepared to understand the nature of the psychiatric report,
how the psychiatric assessment was structured, and how to best utilize and challenge these
reports in court.
Forensic Psychiatry: A Lawyer’s Guide provides legal professionals the tools to identify mentally ill
clients and help them navigate through the psychiatric information and language in reports and
testimony. Topics include why a forensic psychiatrist is necessary, applications of psychiatry to law,
various psychiatric disorders, and utilizing the expert witness.
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Forensic Toxicology
Principles and Concepts

Nicholas Lappas The George Washington University, Washington, DC, USA
Courtney Lappas Lebanon Valley College, Annville, PA, USA

A foundational text for courses in forensic toxicology

ISBN: 978-0-12-799967-8
PUB DATE: January 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 358
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Upper level undergraduate and
graduate students studying
forensic toxicology and/or
forensic chemistry, New scientists
in forensic toxicology laboratories,
including medical technologists
and analytical chemists; reference
material for practicing forensic
toxicologists and expert witnesses
called to testify

KEY FEATURES
• Significant emphasis on the fundamental principles and concepts of forensic toxicology
• Provides students with an introduction to the core tenets of the discipline, focusing on the
concepts, strategies, and methodologies utilized by professionals in the field
• Coauthored by a forensic toxicologist with over 40 years of experience as a professor who has
taught graduate courses in forensic and analytical toxicology and who has served as a
consultant and expert witness in civil and criminal cases
• The book's companion website,
http://textbooks.elsevier.com/web/Manuals.aspx?isbn=9780127999678 features exclusive
web-based content
DESCRIPTION
Forensic Toxicology: Principles and Concepts takes the reader back to the origins of forensic
toxicology providing an overview of the largely unchanging principles of the discipline. The text
focuses on the major tenets in forensic toxicology, including an introduction to the discipline,
fundamentals of forensic toxicology analysis, types of interpretations based on analytical forensic
toxicology results, and reporting from the laboratory to the courtroom. Forensic Toxicology also
contains appendices covering the principles of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics,
immunology and immunological assays, toxicogenomics, and case studies.
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Forensic Plant Science

Jane H Bock University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, USA
David O. Norris Professor of Integrative Physiology, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA

As the use of botanical evidence in legal investigations is relatively new, this book
highlights the state-of-the-art on forensic botany through the subdisciplines of plant
anatomy, taxonomy, and ecology. Many other aspects of forensic plant science are
discussed as well including diatomology and palynology.
ISBN: 978-0-12-801475-2
PUB DATE: January 2016
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 206
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Forensic scientists, forensic
pathologists, forensic science
students and educators,
attorneys, judges, investigating
police officers and private
investigators.

KEY FEATURES
• Provides techniques, collection methods, and analysis of digested plant materials
• Shows how to identify plants of use for crime scene and associated evidence in criminal cases
• The book’s companion website: http://booksite.elsevier.com/9780128014752, will host a
microscopic atlas of common food plants.
DESCRIPTION
Forensic botany is the application of plant science to the resolution of legal questions. A plant’s
anatomy and its ecological requirements are in some cases species specific and require taxonomic
verification; correct interpretation of botanical evidence can give vital information about a crime
scene or a suspect or victim. The use of botanical evidence in legal investigations in North America
is relatively recent. The first botanical testimony to be heard in a North American court concerned
the kidnapping and murder of Charles Lindbergh’s baby boy and the conviction of Bruno
Hauptmann in 1935. Today, forensic botany encompasses numerous subdisciplines of plant
science, such as plant anatomy, taxonomy, ecology, palynology, and diatomology, and interfaces
with other disciplines, e.g., molecular biology, limnology and oceanography.
Forensic Plant Science presents chapters on plant science evidence, plant anatomy, plant
taxonomic evidence, plant ecology, case studies for all of the above, as well as the educational
pathways for the future of forensic plant science.
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The Crime Scene
A Visual Guide

Marilyn T. Miller Department of Forensic Science, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA
Peter Massey University of New Haven, West Haven, CT, USA

This visual guide differentiates and illustrates the correct procedures used to gather
physical evidence at crime scenes, also covering secondary and tertiary crime scenes, all
locations where there is the potential for the recovery of evidence

ISBN: 978-0-12-801245-1
PUB DATE: January 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 286
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Primary: Crime scene
investigators and those in
training, medico-legal
investigators, forensic science labs
and forensic science programs.
Secondary: Law enforcement
officers, fire fighters and
investigators, accident
investigators, private investigators
and attorneys.

KEY FEATURES
• Coverage of techniques, documentation and reconstruction at a crime scene
• Shows side-by-side comparison of the correct process versus the incorrect process
• Online website will host: videos and additional instructional material
DESCRIPTION
The Crime Scene: A Visual Guide provides visual instruction on the correct way to process a crime
scene. While the primary crime scene comprises the area from which most of the physical evidence
is retrieved by crime scene investigators (CSIs), forensic scientists, or law enforcement personnel,
this book also covers secondary and often tertiary crime scenes, all locations where there is the
potential for the recovery of evidence.
By using photographs and other diagrams to show proper and improper procedures, the reader
will learn how to identify the correct principles required to process a scene. The book presents
chapters on the investigation, the varying types of documentation, and the tactics used to connect
events through crime scene reconstruction using evidence
The book's authors have a combined experience of over 70 years in crime scene investigation as
primary responders and consultants giving testimony in all levels of the U.S. court system. In
addition, both teach forensic science and crime scene investigation at the university level.
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Latent Print Processing Guide
Stephen P. Kasper Certified Qualified Latent Examiner

A text for forensic analysts entirely dedicated to latent print development written so
that non-crime scene or non-crime laboratory personnel can gain valuable information

ISBN: 978-0-12-803507-8
PUB DATE: January 2016
FORMAT: Paperback

KEY FEATURES
• Includes history of latent print identification and some of the pioneers and their contributions.
Defines the differences between chemical and physical processes and explains process
sequence protocols and recovery methods for different types of evidence.
• Chapters include: process selection, application and recovery, special considerations for
specific materials, protocol sequence and process formulas, including required materials,
application method, expected results, safety measures, and references.
• The text is written so that non-crime scene or non-crime laboratory personnel can also gain
valuable information from it.

PAGES: c. 190
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
professors, students, crime lab
technicians, forensic analysts,
crime scene investigators, police
officers, lawyers.

DESCRIPTION
Latent prints are chance or accidental impressions left by friction-ridge skin on a surface, regardless
of whether they are visible or invisible at the time of deposition. Recognition of evidence that may
contain fingerprints and the processes that can develop these latent prints is crucial in preventing
valuable evidence from being left undetected. Latent Print Processing Guide goes beyond the basic
police training, covering latent prints in detail and providing first responders with adequate
training and guidelines. To process latent prints, examiners use various techniques including
electronic, chemical, cyanoacrylate, and physical methods. Latent Print Processing Guide offers a
broad understanding of latent print detection, development, and recovery, including insights on
stateof-the-art technologies.
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The European Research Management
Handbook

Jan Andersen Senior Executive Advisor, Science Research and Innovation,University of
Copenhagen, Frederiksberg, Denmark
Kristel Toom Vice Head and Researcher, Estonian Academy of Security Sciences, Tallinn, Estonia
Susi Poli Doctoral EdD Candidate at UCL Institute of Education, London, UK
Pamela F. Miller Director, Sponsored Projects Office, University of California at Berkeley,
Berkeley, CA, U.S.A.

Provides frameworks, insight, and guidance on research management and research
administration

ISBN: 978-0-12-805059-0
PUB DATE: June 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 304
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Professional research
administrators and support staff
in universities and research
institutions, Researchers and
research groups, and university
management as well as those
interested in exploring a career in
research management or research
administration

KEY FEATURES
• Offers a deeper understanding of the research management and administrative landscape
through single and collective definitions and experiences
• Provides an overview of the research environment and explores the international research
arena
• Discusses some of the most complex issues in research management and administration by
covering topics such as ethics, innovation, research impact, organizational structures, and
processes for the project life cycle
DESCRIPTION
The European Research Management Handbook addresses the myriad of responsibilities related to
research management and administration. The book incorporates narratives from those working in
the field to provide insight into the profession. The book also offers a unique perspective on the
topic by incorporating global perspectives to address the growing interdisciplinary nature of
research collaboration.
The European Research Management Handbook outlines practical advice for those in the research
management and administration profession at all levels of experience. It is also a useful tool that
research institutions and research groups can use to assist in planning and streamlining their
research support.
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ReSearch

A Career Guide for Scientists

Teresa M. Evans PhD, Director, the Office of Career Development, Graduate School of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Texas Health and Science Center at San Antonio, San Antonio,
TX, USA
Natalie Lundsteen PhD, Director of Graduate Career Development, Graduate School of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX, USA
Nathan L. Vanderford PhD, MBA, Assistant Professor, Department of Toxicology and Cancer
Biology; Assistant Dean for Academic Development, College of Medicine; Assistant Director for
Research, Markey Cancer Center, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, USA

Inside knowledge on how to effectively leverage skill sets to take that next step in your
career

ISBN: 978-0-12-804297-7
PUB DATE: June 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 288
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Graduate, medical, and
postdoctoral students across the
Sciences as well as faculty,
advisors, industry professionals,
societies, and other organizations
who are involved in career
counselling, science education
programs, and/or mentorship
programs. Graduates and
professionals in other STEM areas
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KEY FEATURES
• Fills the knowledge gap in career planning practices for students and early career researchers
in the STEM fields, particularly those in the sciences
• Provides global perspectives on seeking career opportunities outside of the United States
• Includes strategies for how to market your transferable skill sets, network, and maximize
informational interviews
DESCRIPTION
ReSearch is a career planning guide and practical tool for graduate students and postdocs in the
pursuit of any career. This book provides step-by-step processes for the assessment of career goals
and the actions that can be taken in order to achieve them. ReSearch includes chapters on the
basics of career planning, determining unique selling points, and navigating work-life concerns. This
book also includes narratives from a number of perspectives to showcase the variety of career
options available.
ReSearch is written by experts with inside knowledge of how to effectively leverage skills in order
to take that next step in your career, whether you are a recent graduate or are interested in
transitioning into something new. This book is also a valuable resource for advisors and careers
counselors who mentor students and postdocs about their career plans.
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Presenting an Effective and Dynamic Technical
Paper
A Guidebook for Novice and Experienced Speakers in a
Multicultural World

William B. Krantz President’s Teaching Scholar and Professor Emeritus, University of Colorado,
Boulder, CO, USA; Rieveschl Ohio Eminent Scholar and Professor Emeritus, University of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati,OH, USA

A practical, compact guidebook covering the ‘nuts and bolts’ of effective public speaking
from a cross-cultural perspective

ISBN: 978-0-12-805418-5
PUB DATE: November 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 96
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Students and researchers across
the sciences interested in
improving their oral
communication skills; in particular
non-native English speakers

KEY FEATURES
• Discusses best practices in putting together an effective talk
• Focuses on leveraging the speaker’s existing skillsets to develop the delivery style that works
best for that individual
• Features one-page quick reference guides for giving both formal oral and informal poster
presentations
• Addresses cross-cultural communication, as well as particular concerns for non-native English
speakers
• Includes a companion site with tools and video examples of formal and informal presentations
for further self-guidance
DESCRIPTION
Presenting an Effective and Dynamic Technical Paper: A Guidebook for Novice and Experienced
Speakers in a Multicultural World is intended for inexperienced speakers as well as those aspiring
to improve their communication skills in making either formal or informal presentations on a
technical subject.
The book focuses on how to make presentations to a cross-cultural audience, including such tactics
as how to list the names of the co-authors on your presentation, how to handle eye contact and
use humor, both of which can differ across the global spectrum of cultures. The cross-cultural focus
of this book relates not only to the audience, but also to the speaker. This book also includes
helpful tips for non-native English speakers.
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Creating a Culture of Accessibility in the
Sciences

Mahadeo A. Sukhai Research Fellow and Team Leader, University Health Network, Princess
Margaret Hospital, Ontario Cancer Institute, Toronto, ON, Canada
Chelsea E. Mohler Research Consultant, National Educational Association of Disabled Students,
Ottawa, ON, Canada

As a comprehensive guide, this book provides insights and advice on integrating
students with disabilities into the STEM fields, with each chapter featuring research and
best practices that are interwoven with experiential narratives

ISBN: 978-0-12-804037-9
PUB DATE: December 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 316
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
University faculty, academic
administrators, disability office
staff, students with disabilities,
and industry professionals in
STEM and related disciplines.
Additional markets include
related academic and professional
organizations as well as those
involved in professional
development training and
workshops
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KEY FEATURES
• Offers a global perspective on making research or work spaces accessible for students with
disabilities in the STEM fields
• Discusses best practices on accommodating and supporting students and demonstrates how
these practices can be translated across disciplines
• Enhances faculty knowledge of inclusive teaching practices, adaptive equipment, accessibility
features, and accommodations in science laboratories, which would enable the safe
participation of students with disabilities
• Provides advice for students with disabilities on disclosure and mentoring
DESCRIPTION
Creating a Culture of Accessibility in the Sciences provides insights and advice on integrating
students with disabilities into the STEM fields. Each chapter features research and best practices
that are interwoven with experiential narratives.
The book is reflective of the diversity of STEM disciplines (life and physical sciences, engineering,
and mathematics), and is also reflective of cross-disability perspectives (physical, sensory, learning,
mental health, chronic medical and developmental disabilities).
It is a useful resource for STEM faculty and university administrators working with students with
disabilities, as well as STEM industry professionals interested in accommodating employees with
disabilities.

LIFE SCIENCES
PROFESSIONAL AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative

Technical Career Survival Handbook
100 Things You Need To Know

Peter Burke P.E, Consulting Engineer, Self-Employed

This practical guide provides the information needed to survive a technical career,
enabling prospective candidates and those currently in technical careers to explore all
technical education possibilities, industries, disciplines, and specialties

ISBN: 978-0-12-809372-6
PUB DATE: November 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 268
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Scientists, engineers, and
technicians who apply the
principles of science and
mathematics to develop practical
solutions to technical problems.

KEY FEATURES
• Offers insights on how to pursue and navigate a technical career
• Discusses job searches, interviews, offers, and counteroffers
• Includes day-to-day, in the trenches, job situations that may arise and best practices on how to
address them
DESCRIPTION
Technical Career Survival Handbook: 100 Things You Need To Know provides the information
needed to survive a technical career, enabling prospective technical career candidates and those
currently in technical careers to explore all technical education possibilities, industries, disciplines,
and specialties.
This handbook better equips the reader to deal with the tough situations and decisions they have
to make throughout their career. Topics include preparing for the workforce, employment
challenges, and dealing with on the job situations. This book is a practical guidebook for scientists,
engineers, and technicians who apply the principles of science and mathematics to develop
practical solutions to technical problems.

LIFE SCIENCES
PROFESSIONAL AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative
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Leadership Lessons for Health Care Providers

Frank James Lexa Chair, ACR Commission on Practice Leadership and Chairman of the Board,
Radiology Leadership Institute Project Faculty, Spain; East Asia Regional Manager, the Global
Consulting Practicum & Adjunct Professor of Marketing, The Wharton School, Philadelphia, PA,
USA

This thought-provoking book provides a solid introduction to the nature of medical
leadership, addressing common situations that physicians and allied health
professionals encounter and providing tactics for handling common leadership
conundrums and increasing leadership abilities

ISBN: 978-0-12-801866-8
PUB DATE: September 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 214
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Physicians and allied health
professionals.Additional markets
include related graduate and
postgraduate programs, academic
and professional organizations as
well as those involved in
professional development training
and workshops
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KEY FEATURES
• Discusses and offers practical advice on a number of leadership development topics including
levels of leadership, different styles and techniques, dealing with conflict, making hard
decisions, and setting priorities
• Includes valuable insight from leaders and specialists in the health care field
• Directs readers to additional leadership resources as next steps
DESCRIPTION
The rapid changes in health care including novel technologies as well as the changing economic,
political, and social landscapes are all forcing physicians as well as most types of health care
practitioners to re-think their role in leadership. This is particularly true in the US in recent years,
but the same issues are widely prevalent affecting health care workers around the globe.
Developing capable medical leaders who can navigate these challenges will be essential.
Physicians and other health care practitioners usually receive little or no leadership training in the
course of their education. At the next steps in their training: internship, residency and fellowship,
gaining clinical acumen takes precedence over developing other skills that are at the core of
leadership training. Leadership Lessons for Health Care Providers will allow all types of health
professionals to gain a better understanding of what leadership is, how to develop their skills while
still early in their careers, how to understand and handle common leadership conundrums and
chart a path towards increasing their leadership capabilities as they reach mid-career and beyond.
This book will provide a great start for those who are interested in learning more about leadership
and includes recommendations for next steps at all stages in leadership work.

LIFE SCIENCES
PROFESSIONAL AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative

Graduate Research, 4e

A Guide for Students in the Sciences

Robert V. Smith Collaborative Brain Trust University Consulting (CBT UC), Sacramento, CA, USA
Llewellyn D. Densmore Department of Biological Sciences, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX,
USA
Edward F. Lener University Libraries, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA

This newly revised go-to resource is for graduate researchers at all stages of study and
covers a range of topics including writing and preparation of research proposals,
developing and refining teaching skills, and ethics and compliance areas such as
research involving human subjects and animals

ISBN: 978-0-12-803749-2
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780295977058
PUB DATE: February 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 288
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Graduate student, graduate
advisors, and mentors across the
Sciences

KEY FEATURES
• Discusses a broad range of topics including time management, library and literature work, and
grant support
• Includes a new chapter on career planning and development with advice on careers in
academia, government, and the private sector
• Contains chapters that promote the development of a varied set of communication skills
• Greatly expanded treatment of graduate study and research in international settings
DESCRIPTION
Graduate Research is an all-in-one resource for prospective and matriculated graduate students in
the sciences. The newly revised edition includes updates to every chapter. Graduate Research
covers a range of topics including writing and preparation of research proposals, developing and
refining teaching skills, and ethics and compliance areas such as research involving human subjects
and animals.
Graduate Research helps readers navigate the multidimensional and interdisciplinary world of
scientific research and it is an invaluable resource for graduate researchers as well as those in
advising or mentoring roles.

LIFE SCIENCES
PROFESSIONAL AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative
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Urban Planning for Disaster Recovery
Edited by: Alan March University of Melbourne, Australia
Maria Kornakova Melbourne School of Design, University of Melbourne
Jorge Leon Melbourne School of Design, University of Melbourne

An exploration of urban planning as a tool for disaster management that examines risk
reduction and recovery in the disaster cycle

ISBN: 978-0-12-804276-2
PUB DATE: June 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 250
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Disaster Management
practitioners whose work deals
with, or could benefit from, urban
planning; urban planning
professionals; upperlevel/graduate university students
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KEY FEATURES
• Examines disaster recovery from an urban planning perspective
• Illustrates key concepts with real-world case studies
• Explores the contributions of experts, urban planners, NGOs, and community members
DESCRIPTION
Urban Planning for Disaster Recovery focuses on disaster recovery from the perspective of urban
planning, an underutilized tactic that can significantly reduce disaster risks. The book examines
disaster risk reduction (DRR), in particular, the recovery stage of what is widely known as the
disaster cycle.
The theoretical underpinning of the book derives from a number of sources in urban planning and
disaster management literature, and is illustrated by a series of case studies. It consists of five
sections, each of which opens with a conceptual framework that is followed by a series of
supporting and illustrative cases as practical examples. These examples both complement and
critique the theoretical base provided, demonstrating the need to apply the concepts in locationspecific ways.

SECURITY
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative

Integrating Emergency Management and
Disaster Behavioral Health
One Picture through Two Lenses

Edited by: Brian Flynn Center for the Study of Traumatic Stress, Department of Psychiatry,
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences
Ronald Sherman Emergency management consultant

Presents practical advice and perspectives on the integration of the professions of
emergency management and disaster behavioral health

ISBN: 978-0-12-803638-9
PUB DATE: February 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 346
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Practitioners in emergency
management, behavioral health,
homeland security, public
administration, health care
administration, public health.
Students in upper level classes in
disaster management or disaster
psychology

KEY FEATURES
• Addresses the current state of the collaboration between the emergency management and
disaster behavioral health communities as presented from pioneers in their respective fields
• Focuses on practical examples of what works and what doesn’t
• Stresses both legal and ethical considerations and the public-private partnerships that are
important for leadership in disaster situations
• Covers Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) and risk communication
DESCRIPTION
Integrating Emergency Management and Disaster Behavioral Health identifies the most critical
areas of integration between the profession of emergency management and the specialty of
disaster behavioral health, providing perspectives from both of these critical areas, and also
including very practical advice and examples on how to address key topics.
Each chapter features primary text written by a subject matter expert from a related field that is
accompanied by a comment by another profession that is then illustrated with a case study of, or a
suggested method for, collaboration.

SECURITY
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative
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How to Become an International Disaster
Volunteer
Michael Noone Public Health Disaster Response Coordinator

A step-by-step guide on how to prepare for international disaster volunteer
opportunities and how to assess disaster relief organizations

ISBN: 978-0-12-804463-6
PUB DATE: March 2017

KEY FEATURES
• Presents tactics from an emergency manager who has extensive international disaster
volunteer experience
• Includes proven strategies that will help readers stand out to organizations
• Provides practical advice on how to prepare for chaotic disaster conditions

FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 110
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Emergency managers, disaster
relief workers, public health
workers, social workers, and
others who would like to apply
their skills in international relief
work on a volunteer basis.
Students interested in breaking
into the international
humanitarian aid sector and who
want to try volunteering first
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DESCRIPTION
How to Become an International Disaster Volunteer discusses the immense value an experienced
water systems engineer, trauma surgeon, or communications specialist could bring to a disaster
stricken community, while also explaining how their professional educations do not prepare them
for the logistical, psychological, and physical demands of traveling to, and functioning in, an
international catastrophe with little water or electricity, limited sleep and food, a chaotic working
environment, and with team members from diverse backgrounds and with different personalities.
This book provides a step-by-step guide for the entire process, including self-evaluating tactics,
fitness measurements for volunteering, how to research disaster relief organizations, how to gain
appropriate training and applicable experiences, the best practices during deployments, and the
personal recovery process upon returning home.
Each chapter focuses on one aspect of the progression, but also includes case studies of disasters,
profiles of relief organizations, and checklists for each stage.

SECURITY
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative

Homeland Security, 2e
The Essentials

Jane Bullock Founding partner, Bullock and Haddow LLC; Former Chief of Staff to the Director of
FEMA
George Haddow Founding partner, Bullock and Haddow LLC; Adjunct Professor, Homeland
Security Studies, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA, USA
Damon P. Coppola Partner, Bullock and Haddow LLC, Singapore

A concise introduction to the principles and practice of Homeland Security

ISBN: 978-0-12-804465-0
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780124158030
PUB DATE: March 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 360
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Students in Homeland Security
and government/modern history
programs; government officials
and national policy-makers,
private security and risk
assessment professionals; state,
federal, and private security
training programs; emergency
management personnel

KEY FEATURES
• Highlights and expands on key content from the bestselling textbook Introduction to
Homeland Security
• Concisely delineates the bedrock principles of preparing for, mitigating, managing, and
recovering from emergencies and disasters
• Instructor materials include Learning Library modules to support writing, critical thinking, and
research skills
• Instructor websites offer valuable material for expanding the curriculum, including an
Instructor's Guide, test banks, and PPT Lecture Slides
NEW for this edition:
• Provides coverage of the Boston Marathon bombing
• Examines the DHS “Blue Campaign” to stop human trafficking
• Analyzes the NIST Cybersecurity Framework for critical infrastructure protection
• Illustrates issues surrounding NSA surveillance programs
• Explores the emergence of social media as a tool for reporting on homeland security issues
DESCRIPTION
Homeland Security: The Essentials, 2e, concisely outlines the risks facing the US today and the
structures we have put in place to deal with them. The authors expertly delineate the bedrock
principles of preparing for, mitigating, managing, and recovering from emergencies and disasters.
From cyber warfare to devastating tornados to car bombs, all hazards currently fall within the
purview of the Department of Homeland Security. Yet the federal role must be closely aligned with
the work of partners in the private sector, and the authors examine the challenges involved in
these collaborative efforts. Homeland Security: The Essentials lays a solid foundation for the study
of present and future threats to our communities and to national security, and challenges readers
to imagine more effective ways to manage these risks.

SECURITY
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative
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Introduction to Emergency Management, 6e

George Haddow Founding partner, Bullock and Haddow LLC; Adjunct Professor, Homeland
Security Studies, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA, USA
Jane Bullock Founding partner, Bullock and Haddow LLC; Former Chief of Staff to the Director of
FEMA
Damon P. Coppola Partner, Bullock and Haddow LLC, Singapore

Updated edition on US emergency management principles that includes expanded
coverage of risk management in a time of climate change and terrorism

ISBN: 978-0-12-803064-6
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780124077843
PUB DATE: October 2013
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 440
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Practicing professionals in
emergency planning and risk
management; undergraduate and
graduate students of emergency
management; professionals
participating in continuing
education

KEY FEATURES
• Includes a new chapter on technology and emergency management
• Emphasizes climate change as a key hazard faced by disaster managers
• Covers social media as a critical tool in emergency management
• Fully updated, with the latest regulations and workflows
• Contains examples and case studies throughout
• Updated ancillaries keep course instruction fresh
DESCRIPTION
Introduction to Emergency Management, Sixth Edition, not only sets the standard for excellence in
the field, but has also educated a generation of emergency managers. Haddow, Bullock, and
Coppola return for the sixth edition with an emphasis on climate change as a major hazard.
An all-new chapter on technology will get students up-to-speed quickly on the latest advances in
the field. The book is fully updated throughout with new regulations, workflows, and new case
studies that will keep students current with the latest in best practices, thus preparing them for the
challenges of a career in emergency management.

SECURITY
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative
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Becoming an International Humanitarian Aid
Worker

Chen Reis Clinical Associate Professor and Director of the Humanitarian Assistance Program at
the Josef Korbel School of International Studies at the University of Denver, CO, USA
Tania Bernath

A concise guide to getting started in international humanitarian aid

ISBN: 978-0-12-804314-1
PUB DATE: October 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 124
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Professionals seeking to enter the
humanitarian aid field.
Undergraduates and graduate
students interested in breaking
into the international
humanitarian aid sector after
graduation

KEY FEATURES
• Features advice drawn from an analysis of humanitarian jobs, a survey of aid workers, and
interviews with human resource staff and humanitarian professionals
• Written in a conversational style with anecdotes, advice and stories from people working in
the industry today
• Features useful tips and exercises in every chapter to help you put your best foot forward
• Provides links to useful and relevant internet resources through a dedicated web page
DESCRIPTION
Becoming an International Humanitarian Aid Worker draws on the experiences of those currently
working and those hiring people to work in humanitarian aid today, and an analysis of job postings
over a 9-month period. It provides relevant information and advice to help jobseekers make more
informed decisions about what steps to take. It first pushes prospective job seekers to reflect on
whether this is the right career path for them. It then provides tried and tested strategies for
preparing for a humanitarian career and being competitive in the humanitarian job market, serving
as a comprehensive guide for those thinking about a career in international humanitarian aid.

SECURITY
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative
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Social Network Analysis of Disaster Response,
Recovery, and Adaptation

Edited by: Eric C Jones Assistant Professor of Epidemiology, Human Genetics and Environmental
Sciences, School of Public Health, University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, TX, USA
A.J. Faas Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, San Jose State University, CA, USA

An international collection of studies on the impact of societal relationships and disaster
management

ISBN: 978-0-12-805196-2
PUB DATE: September 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 306
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Disaster researchers, including
emergency management, and
government and nongovernment
humanitarian and relief agencies,
Social network analysis
researchers, Students in disaster
courses (upper undergraduate in
more challenging programs or
graduate—typically Masters)
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KEY FEATURES
• Examines the role of societal relationships in a disaster context, incorporating theory and case
studies by experts in the field
• Integrates research in the areas of social network analysis and inter-organizational networks
• Presents a range of studies from around the world, employing different approaches to
network analysis in disaster contexts
DESCRIPTION
Social Network Analysis of Disaster Response, Recovery, and Adaptation covers systematic social
network analysis and how people and institutions function in disasters, after disasters, and the
ways they adapt to hazard settings. As hazards become disasters, the opportunities and constraints
for maintaining a safe and secure life and livelihood become too strained for many people.
Anecdotally, and through many case studies, we know that social interactions exacerbate or
mitigate those strains, necessitating a concerted, intellectual effort to understand the variation in
how ties within, and outside, communities respond and are affected by hazards and disasters.

SECURITY
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative

Practical Aviation Security, 3e

Predicting and Preventing Future Threats

Jeffrey Price Professor, Department of Aviation and Aerospace Science, Metropolitan State
University, Denver; former Assistant Security Director, Denver International Airport, CO, USA
Jeffrey Forrest Chair, Department of Aviation and Aerospace Science, Metropolitan State
University, Denver, CO, USA

ISBN: 978-0-12-804293-9
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
978-0-12-391419-4
PUB DATE: July 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 570
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Airport operations specialists;
airport security managers;
homeland security personnel;
students in aviation and
Homeland Security programs

Packed with insights for implementing effective security programs, meeting
international guidelines, and protecting facilities of any size, this third edition offers an
updated and expanded guide to the aviation security system, from crucial historical
events to the policies, policymakers, and major terrorist acts that shaped procedures in
use today
KEY FEATURES
• Covers commercial airport security, general aviation and cargo operations, threats, threat
detection and response systems, as well as international security issues
• Lays out the security fundamentals that can ensure the future of global travel and commerce
• Applies real-world aviation experience to the task of anticipating and deflecting threats
• Includes updated coverage of security related to spaceport and unmanned aerial systems,
focusing on IACO (International Civil Aviation Organization) security regulations and guidance
• Features additional and updated case studies and much more
DESCRIPTION
Practical Aviation Security: Predicting and Preventing Future Threats, Third Edition is a complete
guide to the aviation security system, from crucial historical events to the policies, policymakers,
and major terrorist and criminal acts that have shaped the procedures in use today, as well as the
cutting edge technologies that are shaping the future. This text equips readers working in airport
security or other aviation management roles with the knowledge to implement effective security
programs, meet international guidelines, and responsibly protect facilities or organizations of any
size.
Using case studies and practical security measures now in use at airports worldwide, readers learn
the effective methods and the fundamental principles involved in designing and implementing a
security system. The aviation security system is comprehensive and requires continual focus and
attention to stay a step ahead of the next attack. Practical Aviation Security, Third Edition, helps
prepare practitioners to enter the industry and helps seasoned professionals prepare for new
threats and prevent new tragedies.

SECURITY
Please contact your Elsevier Sales or Customer Service Representative
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Community-Based Psychological First Aid

A Practical Guide to Helping Individuals and Communities
during Difficult Times

Gerard A Jacobs Director, Disaster Mental Health Institute, University of South Dakota, SD, USA

A proven "psychological first aid" method to help responders and other community
members alleviate the mental health impacts of disasters, terrorist attacks, civil unrest,
and other emergencies, including case studies and practice scenarios useful for teaching
emergency management principles to the whole community
ISBN: 978-0-12-804292-2
PUB DATE: June 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 220
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Emergency Managers, particularly
those working directly with
communities; first responders;
humanitarian aid and disaster
relief workers; disaster training
programs; students in disaster
mental health or emergency
management programs

KEY FEATURES
• Presents a proven method for helping to alleviate the mental health effects of disasters,
terrorist attacks, civil unrest, and other community stressors
• Offers a community-based model developed and taught by an international expert for over 20
years, requiring no advanced training or education in psychology to use
• Provides techniques that are adaptable to individual communities or cultures
• Outlines practices for self-care while helping others to prevent burnout
• Includes case studies, scenarios, and key terms to help facilitate community training
DESCRIPTION
Community-Based Psychological First Aid: A Practical Guide to Helping Individuals and Communities
during Difficult Times presents a practical method for helping those in need in difficult times. No
advanced training in psychology is needed to use it.
Injuries from disasters, terrorist events, and civil unrest are not just physical. These events also
cause psychological trauma that can do lasting damage. Psychological First Aid (PFA) draws on
human resilience and aims to reduce stress systems and help those affected recover. It is not
professional psychotherapy, and those providing this kind of aid do not need a degree to help.
Gerard Jacobs has developed this community-based method of delivering PFA over 20 years and
has taught it in over 30 countries.
Along with the easy-to-follow method, Jacobs includes examples of how this works in action in
different situations, and presents scenarios to practice. Unique in its approach of community
engagement to train community members to help each other, this guide is an excellent resource
for local emergency managers to engage in whole community emergency management.

SECURITY
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Maritime Security, 2e
An Introduction

Michael McNicholas Managing Director, Phoenix Management Services Group in the USA,
Panama, and Costa Rica, Operations Support Services (Panama), and Pathfinder Consulting, LLC
in the USA

Practical, experience-based and proven knowledge for combatting piracy, drug
trafficking, arms smuggling, and stowaways in port and on shipboard

ISBN: 978-0-12-803672-3
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780123708595
PUB DATE: April 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 500
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Professionals in the fields of
Homeland Security,
Transportation Management,
Logistics Management, Supply
Chain Management, and Business
Management. Trade Schools,
Professional Associations
(Association of Industrial Security
[ASIS], International Cargo
Security Council, BIMCO, AAPA,
etc.) and State and Federal
Government Agencies.

KEY FEATURES
• Provides an excellent introduction to issues facing this critical transportation channel
• Three all-new chapters, and updated throughout to reflect changes in maritime security
• Increased coverage of migration issues and transnational crime
• New contributors bring legal security and cybersecurity issues to the fore
DESCRIPTION
Maritime Security, 2e, provides practical, experience-based, and proven knowledge - and a "howto-guide" - on maritime security. McNicholas explains in clear language how commercial seaports
and vessels function; what threats currently exist; what security policies, procedures, systems, and
measures must be implemented to mitigate these threats; and how to conduct ship and port
security assessments and plans. Whether the problem is weapons of mass destruction or cargo
theft, Maritime Security provides invaluable guidance for the professionals who protect our
shipping and ports.
New chapters focus on whole government maritime security, UN legal conventions and
frameworks, transnational crime, and migration. Updates throughout will provide the latest
information in increasingly important field.

Secondary audience: Upper-level
undergraduate and graduate,
students in security, maritime, or
supply chain courses

SECURITY
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Disasters and Public Health, 2e
Planning and Response

Bruce Clements Preparedness Director, Texas Department of State Health Services (DSHS), USA
Julie Casani Director, Public Health Preparedness and Response, North Carolina Division of
Public Health, USA

This updated and expanded edition examines the critical intersection between
emergency management and public health, providing a succinct overview of the actions
that may be taken before, during, and after a major public health emergency or
disaster, all in an effort to reduce morbidity and mortality
ISBN: 978-0-12-801980-1
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
978-1-85617-612-5
PUB DATE: March 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 530
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Public health and preparedness
practitioners; senior leaders and
planners in support agencies,
including both public (local, state,
and federal) and private sector
professionals working in
Healthcare (Hospitals, Ambulatory
Care Centers, Long Term Care
Facilities, Pharmacies, Dialysis
Centers, EMS, etc.), Law
Enforcement, Fire Service,
Transportation, Agriculture,
Energy, Military, Mortuary, and
non-governmental organizations;
undergraduate and graduate
students in emergency
management and public health
programs.

"Whatever the scenario, this book takes you through how to be prepared and be resilient....the
book, practical throughout, points to the need to do first things first; first meet 'the most basic
needs of a disaster victim..."--Professional Security Magazine Online, Disasters and Public Health,
Second Edition
KEY FEATURES
• Contains seven new chapters that cover law, vulnerable populations, behavioral health,
community resilience, preparedness capabilities, emerging and re-emerging infectious
diseases, and foodborne threats
• Provides clinical updates by new MD co-author
• Includes innovative preparedness approaches and lessons learned from current and historic
public health and medical responses that enhance clarity and provide valuable examples to
readers
• Presents increased international content and case studies for a global perspective on public
health
DESCRIPTION
Disasters and Public Health: Planning and Response, Second Edition, examines the critical
intersection between emergency management and public health. It provides a succinct overview of
the actions that may be taken before, during, and after a major public health emergency or
disaster to reduce morbidity and mortality.
Five all-new chapters at the beginning of the book describe how policy and law drive program
structures and strategies leading to the establishment and maintenance of preparedness
capabilities. New topics covered in this edition include disaster behavioral health, which is often
the most expensive and longest-term recovery challenge in a public health emergency, and
community resilience, a valuable resource upon which most emergency programs and responses
depend.
The balance of the book provides an in-depth review of preparedness, response, and recovery
challenges for 15 public health threats. These chapters also provide lessons learned from
responses to each threat, giving users a well-rounded introduction to public health preparedness
and response that is rooted in experience and practice.
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Biosecurity and Bioterrorism, 2e

Containing and Preventing Biological Threats

Jeffrey Ryan Department of Emergency Management, Jacksonville State University, AL, USA

Integrated coverage of biological agents: threat, prevention, and response, with
updated and increased international coverage

ISBN: 978-0-12-802029-6
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780750684897
PUB DATE: February 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 380
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Emergency managers, security
managers in the food industry,
healthcare preparedness and
public health professionals, and
first responders; undergraduate
and graduate students in
emergency management,
homeland security, public health,
agriculture, and biological
sciences

"...of interest for healthcare security managers (how to manage the fear and panic if an unknown
pathogen appears to be causing illness let alone death) and security for labs that are researching in
this field."--Professional Security Magazine Online,Biosecurity and Bioterrorism, Second Edition
KEY FEATURES
• Covers emerging threats of pandemic influenza, antibiotic resistant strains of bacterial
pathogens, and severe respiratory diseases caused by novel viruses
• Offers increased international coverage, including initiatives to counter biological weapons
and threats, and food security
• Updated throughout with latest protocols for dealing with biological threats and new case
studies
• Includes online instructor ancillaries - PowerPoint lecture slides, test questions, and an
instructor manual, for increased classroom functionality
DESCRIPTION
Biosecurity and Bioterrorism, Second Edition, takes a holistic approach to biosecurity, with
coverage of pathogens, prevention, and response methodology. It addresses these hazards in the
context of vulnerability assessments and the planning strategies government and industry can use
to prepare for and respond to such events.
The book is organized into four thematic sections: Part I provides a conceptual understanding of
biowarfare, bioterrorism and the laws we have to counteract this; Part II investigates known
bioagents and the threat from emerging diseases; Part III focuses on agricultural terrorism and
food security; and Part IV outlines international, US, and local initiatives for biodefense and
biosecurity. Case studies illustrate biodefense against both intentional terrorism and natural
outbreaks.
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Practical Airport Operations, Safety, and
Emergency Management
Protocols for Today and the Future

Jeffrey Price Professor, Department of Aviation and Aerospace Science, Metropolitan State
University, Denver; former Assistant Security Director, Denver International Airport, CO, USA
Jeffrey Forrest Chair, Department of Aviation and Aerospace Science, Metropolitan State
University, Denver, CO, USA

This helpful and thought-provoking book outlines protocols and best practices for
dealing with every situation an airport operations manager faces

ISBN: 978-0-12-800515-6
PUB DATE: February 2016

"…has much to offer for various people; whether you work in airports, to get a feel for how it all
comes together (and indeed must); or in the service sector generally or if your work has
connections with airports, such as hotels, or transport."--Professional Security Magazine Online,
Practical Airport Operations, Safety, and Emergency Management

FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 610
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Students in airport operations
courses, airport operations
managers; working professionals
seeking certification from the
airport and aviation trade
associations, TSA agents; privatesector aviation supervisors and
managers

KEY FEATURES
• Addresses the four areas of airport management: safety, operations, emergency management,
and future challenges together in one book
• Written by leading professionals in the field with extensive training, teaching, and practical
experience in airport operations
• Includes section on future challenges, including spaceport, unmanned aerial vehicles, and
integrated incident command
• Ancillary materials for readers to reinforce concepts and instructors teaching operations
courses
• Focuses on the topics of safety, operations, emergency management, and what personnel and
students studying the topic can expect to face in the future
DESCRIPTION
Practical Airport Operations, Safety, and Emergency Management: Protocols for Today and the
Future focuses on the airport itself, not the aircraft, manufacturers, designers, or even the pilots.
The book explores the safety of what's been called ‘the most expensive piece of pavement in any
city’— the facility that operates, maintains, and ensures the safety of millions of air passengers
every year.
The book is organized into three helpful sections, each focusing on one of the sectors described in
the title. Section One: Airport Safety, explores the airport environment, then delves into safety
management systems. Section Two: Airport Operations, continues the conversation on safety
management systems before outlining airside and landside operations in depth, while Section
Three: Airport Emergency Management, is a careful, detailed exploration of the topic, ending with
a chapter on the operational challenges airport operations managers can expect to face in the
future.
Written by trusted experts in the field, users will find this book to be a vital resource that provides
airport operations managers and students with the information, protocols, and strategies they
need to meet the unique challenges associated with running an airport.
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Urban Disasters and Resilience in Asia

Rajib Shaw Professor, Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies, Kyoto University,
Japan
Atta-Ur-Rahman Associate Professor, Institute of Geography, Urban and Regional Planning,
University of Peshawar, Pakistan
Akhilesh Surjan Associate Professor, Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment, Charles
Darwin University, Australia
Gulsan Ara Parvin Researcher, Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies, Kyoto
University, Japan

A pioneering reference guide that provides evidence-based data to improve disaster
resiliency in urban Asia

ISBN: 978-0-12-802169-9
PUB DATE: January 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 360
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
1. Researchers working in the field
of urban planning, architecture,
disaster preparedness and
management, social sciences,
earth and structural sciences. 2.
Disaster managers, field
practitioners working in Asia,
decision-makers, disaster-related
authorities, and city government
officials. 3. Upper-level students
and teachers in disaster
management.

KEY FEATURES
• Explores a broad range of aspects of disaster and urban resiliency, including environmental,
economic, architectural, and engineering factors
• Bridges the gap between urban resilience and rural areas and community building
• Provides evidence-based data that can lead to improved disaster resiliency in urban Asia
• Focuses on Asian cities, some of the most densely populated areas on the planet, where
disasters are particularly devastating
DESCRIPTION
Urban Disasters and Resilience in Asia presents the latest information on the intensity and
frequency of disasters. Specifically, the fact that, in urban areas, more than 50% of the world's
population is living on just 2% of the land surface, with most of these cities located in Asia and
developing countries that have high vulnerability and intensification.
The book offers an in-depth and multidisciplinary approach to reducing the impact of disasters by
examining specific evidence from events in these areas that can be used to develop best practices
and increase urban resilience worldwide.
As urban resilience is largely a function of resilient and resourceful citizens, building cities which
are more resilient internally and externally can lead to more productive economic returns. In an
era of rapid urbanization and increasing disaster risks and vulnerabilities in Asian cities, Urban
Disasters and Resilience in Asia is an invaluable tool for policy makers, researchers, and
practitioners working in both public and private sectors.
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Cybercrime and Business

Strategies for Global Corporate Security

Sanford Moskowitz Global Business Leadership Department, St. John’s University/College of St.
Benedict, St. Joseph, MN, USA

Shows how to protect your organization against the three most prevalent cybercrimes
afflicting today’s business environment: piracy, espionage, and computer hacking

ISBN: 978-0-12-800353-4
PUB DATE: June 2017
FORMAT: Hardback
PAGES: c. 432
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
1) Security executives and
managers in a wide range of
companies and industries
worldwide 2) Students taking
undergraduate or graduate
courses in information security,
risk management, business asset
protection, security management,
strategic management, and
international business, 3)
Government and law officials who
deal with corporate security
issues involving piracy, espionage,
and computer hacking
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KEY FEATURES
• Shows how to effectively handle corporate cyber security issues using case studies from a wide
range of companies around the globe
• Highlights the regulatory, economic, cultural, and demographic trends business encounter
when facing security issues
• Profiles corporate security issues in major industrialized, developing, and emerging countries
throughout North America, Europe, Asia, Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East
DESCRIPTION
Cybercrime and Business: Strategies for Global Corporate Security examines the three most
prevalent cybercrimes afflicting today’s corporate security professionals: piracy, espionage, and
computer hacking. Showing how each of these threats evolved separately then converged to form
an ultra-dangerous composite threat, the book discusses the impact the threats pose and how the
very technologies that created the problem can help solve it. Cybercrime and Business: Strategies
for Global Corporate Security then offers viable strategies for how different types of businesses—
from large multinationals to small start-ups—can respond to these threats to both minimize their
losses and gain a competitive advantage. The book concludes with identifying future technological
threats and how the models presented in the book can be applied to handling them.
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Security Operations Center Guidebook
A Practical Guide for a Successful SOC

Gregory Jarpey Security Operations Manager for Corporate Security for ATK
Scott Mccoy VP of Enterprise Security Services, Thomson Reuters

A guide to building, improving operational efficiency of a security operations center

ISBN: 978-0-12-803657-0
PUB DATE: June 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 280
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Physical and Information
Corporate Security Managers,
Supervisors, Executives, and other
Practitioners. Security
Management students

KEY FEATURES
• Assists security professionals in building a successful business case for building a Security
Operations Center, including information on the necessary financial, operational, and
regulatory requirements, in addition to required procedures, policies, and metrics
• Addresses the often opposing objectives between the security department and the rest of the
business concerning security investments, most notably the Security Operations Center.
• Features objectives, case studies, checklists, and samples where applicable
DESCRIPTION
The Security Operations Center Guidebook provides everything security professionals need to
create and operate a world-class Security Operations Center. It starts by helping professionals build
a successful business case using financial, operational, and regulatory requirements to support the
creation and operation of an SOC.
The comprehensive text delves into the policies and procedures necessary to run an effective SOC
and explains how to gather the necessary metrics to persuade upper management that a
company’s SOC is providing value.
Security Operations Center Guidebook covers more advanced topics, such as the most common
Underwriter Laboratory (UL) listings that can be acquired, how and why they can help a company,
and what additional activities and services an SOC can provide to maximize value to a company.
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The Manager's Handbook for Corporate
Security, 2e

Establishing and Managing a Successful Assets Protection
Program
Edward Halibozek Part-time instructor, California State University, Fullerton, CA, USA
Gerald L. Kovacich Security consultant, lecturer, and author, Oak Harbor, WA, USA

A completely updated guide on the latest techniques in security management that
covers the multifaceted functions of corporate security

PAGES: c. 480

KEY FEATURES
• Addresses today’s complex security industry, the role of the security manager, the diverse set
of corporate security functions, and skills for succeeding in this dynamic profession
• Outlines accessible, comprehensive implementation plans for establishing asset protection
program
• Provides tactics for intermediate and advanced professionals on the topics of general security,
information systems security, and information warfare
• Offers new perspectives on the future of the security and expectations of the security
professional

TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Physical and Information
Corporate Security Managers,
Supervisors, Executives, and other
Practitioners. Security
Management students

DESCRIPTION
The Manager’s Handbook for Corporate Security: Establishing and Managing a Successful Assets
Protection Program, Second Edition guides readers through today’s dynamic security industry,
covering the multifaceted functions of corporate security and providing managers with advice on
how to not only grow both their own careers, but also the careers of those they manage on a daily
basis.

ISBN: 978-0-12-804604-3
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780123911032
PUB DATE: June 2017
FORMAT: Paperback

This book is ideal for university professors who want to teach a basic course on related topics, and
as recommended reading for related courses. This accessible, updated edition provides an
implementation plan for establishing a corporate security program, especially for those who have
little, or no, knowledge on the topic. It also includes information for intermediate and advanced
professionals who are interested in learning more about general security, information systems
security, and information warfare.
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From Corporate Security to Commercial Force
A Business Leader’s Guide to Security Economics

Marko Cabric Head of training curriculum for Protect – Israeli Training Solutions, Tel Aviv, Israel

A practical guide to improving key business processes, increasing the reputation of the
company, and marketing appeal of the products

ISBN: 978-0-12-805149-8
PUB DATE: June 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 210
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Corporate Security Managers,
Security professionals, Business
Leaders, Sales and Marketing
professionals, Scholars,
researches and students

KEY FEATURES
• Highlights and offers insight on issues such as: The role of security in advertising and its actual
marketing appeal and sales potential; Security related costs versus the financial advantages of
security; How to have an efficient security organization that adds tangible value to the core
business; How to quantify the impact of incidents and losses; How security can assist a
company in gaining and maintaining customer confidence; What are the costs of security, the
financial downsides of saving on security, and how to make security more efficient without
sacrificing its performance and negatively impacting company’s resilience; Use of security
technology for business analytics
• Features tools that can be implemented by readers in order to improve key business processes
• Offers advice for improving key business processes, improving the reputation of the company,
as well as the marketing appeal of the products (or services), helping to increase sales
DESCRIPTION
Commercial Security Economics practically addresses issues such as understanding security related
costs, and the financial advantages of security, running an efficient security organization, and
measuring the impact of incidents and losses. The book guides readers in identifying,
understanding, quantifying, and measuring the direct and indirect economic benefits of security for
a business, its processes, products, and, consequently, profits.
The book quantifies the security function and explains the never-before analyzed tangible
advantages of security for core business processes. Commercial Security Economics goes far
beyond simply proving that security is more than simply an expense for a company by providing
business leaders, and sales and marketing professionals with actual tools that can be used for
advertising products, improving core services, generating sales and increasing profits. The book
also guides security professionals in understanding the importance of their contribution for the
core business.
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Global Supply Chain Security and Management
Appraising Programs, Preventing Crimes

Darren Prokop Professor of logistics and director of the Master of Science in Global Supply
Chain Management program, University of Alaska, Anchorage, AK, USA

Expert appraisal of supply chain security programs that contains practical suggestions
for improvement

ISBN: 978-0-12-800748-8
PUB DATE: June 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 240
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Supply chain practitioners,
students of supply chain
management, and supply chain
government officials

KEY FEATURES
• Outlines the latest technologies being used to secure infrastructures
• Leverages game theory to express the strategic interactions of government and business
• Covers the latest U.S. regulations and provides analytical tools to help make sense of these
regulations
• Incorporates the latest theories and techniques of industrial organization, economics, and
security
DESCRIPTION
Global Supply Chain Security and Management: Appraising Programs, Preventing Crimes examines
the relationship between securing a supply chain and promoting more efficient worldwide trade.
Historically, the primary goal of supply chain security was guarding against theft and damage.
Today, supply chains are also on the frontlines in the fight against terrorism. <
This book showcases industry leaders and their best practices, also exploring how the government
is both a policing organization and a supply chain partner. In addition, it covers the critical roles
that various technologies play, focusing on how Big Data is collected and turned into knowledge.
By using the tools provided, readers will gain a stronger understanding of the challenges and
opportunities faced by any organization that imports or exports products.
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Sports Travel Security

Peter Tarlow President and founder, Tourism & More

A fundamental model for sports team security that can be applied near universally from
youth sports to the Super Bowl and World Cup

ISBN: 978-0-12-805099-6
PUB DATE: March 2017
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 287
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Physical and Information
Corporate Security Managers,
Supervisors, Executives, and other
Practitioners. Security
Management students

KEY FEATURES
• Examines sports team security methodologies, helping to determine which paradigms work
best and under which circumstances
• Provides a generic template for sports team security, with checklists and log sheets provided
for each type of system
• Discusses sports team security in relation to large and small teams, and even in single-player
sports, as well as unique requirements to accommodate differences in age, culture, climate,
language, geography, religion, and gender
• Reviews security for special-needs athletes for events like the Special Olympics or Paralympic
Games
• Applies academic and practical knowledge for both security students and practitioners
DESCRIPTION
Sports Team Security examines the security needs for sports teams and events of all sizes. This
groundbreaking book provides a fundamental model for sports team security that can be applied
almost universally, from youth sports to the Super Bowl and World Cup.
The book develops, compares, and contrasts current methodologies in sports security, for both
amateur and professional athletes, examining which paradigms work best and under which
circumstances. This valuable information is applicable to nearly anyone involved in the safety of
athletes, including event managers, law enforcement, parents, school administrators and coaches,
security practitioners, tourism industry professionals, and legal professionals. It explores areas
rarely investigated, providing key advice for creating best practices and guidelines in sports team
security.
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Effective Physical Security, 5e

Lawrence Fennelly Expert witness and consultant in security, Litigation Consultants Inc.

This valuable reference for experienced security practitioners and students of security
provides expanded coverage on the latest developments in physical security protection

ISBN: 978-0-12-804462-9
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
9780124158924
PUB DATE: November 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 446
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Physical and Information
Corporate Security managers,
supervisors, executives, and other
practitioners; Security
Management students

KEY FEATURES
• Provides detailed coverage of physical security in an easily accessible format
• Presents information that should be required reading for ASIS International’s Physical Security
Professional (PSP) certification
• Incorporates expert contributors in the field of physical security, while maintaining a
consistent flow and style
• Serves the needs of multiple audiences, as both a textbook and professional desk reference
• Blends theory and practice, with a specific focus on today’s global business and societal
environment, and the associated security, safety, and asset protection challenges
• Includes useful information on the various and many aids appearing in the book
• Features terminology, references, websites, appendices to chapters, and checklists
DESCRIPTION
Effective Physical Security, Fifth Edition is a best-practices compendium that details the essential
elements and latest developments in physical security protection. This new edition is completely
updated, with new chapters carefully selected from the author’s work that set the standard.
This book contains important coverage of environmental design, security surveys, locks, lighting,
and CCTV, the latest ISO standards for risk assessment and risk management, physical security
planning, network systems infrastructure, and environmental design.
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Security Metrics Management, 2e

Measuring the Effectiveness and Efficiency of a Security
Program

Gerald L. Kovacich Security consultant, lecturer, and author, Oak Harbor, WA, USA
Edward Halibozek Part-time instructor, California State University, Fullerton, CA, USA

Easy-to-follow guidance for managing an asset protection program and related security
functions through the use of metrics

ISBN: 978-0-12-804453-7
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
978-1-4933-0315-1
PUB DATE: November 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 272
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Physical and Information
Corporate Security Managers,
Supervisors, Executives, and other
Practitioners. Security
Management students

KEY FEATURES
• Examines the latest techniques in both generating and evaluating security metrics, with
guidance for creating a new metrics program or improving an existing one
• Features an easy-to-read, comprehensive implementation plan for establishing an asset
protection program
• Outlines detailed strategies for creating metrics that measure the effectiveness and efficiency
of an asset protection program
• Describes correlation and use of metrics results and their applicability to privacy, liability
matters, and, therefore, their potential for increased/decreased insurance premiums, lawsuits,
etc.
• Offers increased emphasis through metrics to justify security professionals as integral assets to
the corporation
• Provides a detailed example of a "state of the security of the corporation" briefing for security
directors to provide to executive management
DESCRIPTION
Security Metrics Management, Second Edition, details the application of quantitative, statistical,
and/or mathematical analyses to measure security functional trends and workload, tracking what
each function is doing in terms of level of effort (LOE), costs, and productivity. This fully updated
guide is the go-to reference for managing an asset protection program, and related security
functions through the use of metrics.
This detailed reference supports the security professional’s position on budget matters, helping to
justify the cost-effectiveness of security-related decisions to senior management and other key
decision makers. Security Metrics Management is designed to provide easy-to-follow guidance,
allowing security professionals to confidently measure the costs of their assets protection program
- their security program - as well as its successes and failures. It includes a discussion of how to use
the metrics to brief management, build budgets, and provide trend analyses to develop a more
efficient and effective asset protection program.
Security Metrics Management sets itself apart from others by providing support for security
professionals to measure both the effectiveness and efficiency of their security programs. In
addition to guiding those wishing to employ measurement techniques for the first time, the second
edition also helps evaluate and improve existing efforts.
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Physical Security: 150 Things You Should
Know, 2e

Lawrence Fennelly Expert witness and consultant in security, Litigation Consultants Inc.
Marianna Perry Safety and security consultant

Presents practical tips, procedures, and case studies for managing the latest trends in
physical security for buildings and campuses of all sizes

ISBN: 978-0-12-809487-7
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
978-0-7506-7255-9
PUB DATE: November 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 186
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Physical and Information
Corporate Security Managers,
Supervisors, Executives, and other
Practitioners. Security
Management students

KEY FEATURES
• Offers a comprehensive overview of the latest trends in physical security, surveillance, and
access control technologies
• Provides practical tips on a wide variety of physical security topics
• Features new technologies, such as biometrics, high definition cameras, and IP video
• Blends theory and practice with a specific focus on today’s global business environment and
the various security, safety, and asset protection challenges associated with it
DESCRIPTION
Physical Security: 150 Things You Should Know, Second Edition is a useful reference for those at any
stage of their security career. This practical guide covers the latest technological trends for
managing the physical security needs of buildings and campuses of all sizes. Through anecdotes,
case studies, and documented procedures, the authors have amassed the most complete
collection of information on physical security available.
Security practitioners of all levels will find this book easy to use as they look for practical tips to
understand and manage the latest physical security technologies, such as biometrics, IP video,
video analytics, and mass notification, as well as the latest principles in access control, command
and control, perimeter protection, and visitor management.
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Women in the Security Profession
A Practical Guide for Career Development

Sandi J Davies Executive Director, International Foundation for Protection Officers (IFPO)

Comprehensive and actionable advice and career development tactics for women who
are considering a career in security, or are currently in the field of security and looking
for an even brighter future
ISBN: 978-0-12-803817-8
PUB DATE: September 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 288
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Physical and Information
Corporate Security Managers,
Supervisors, Executives, and other
Practitioners. Security
Management students

KEY FEATURES
o Features career profiles and case studies, including interviews with women in the
industry, providing a deeper dive inside some exciting and rewarding careers in security
o Provides a history of women in security, and an exploration of both current and expected
trends
o Offers experienced advice on how to resolve specific biases and issues relating to gender
DESCRIPTION
Women in the Security Profession: A Practical Guide for Career Development is a resource for
women considering a career in security, or for those seeking to advance to its highest levels of
management. It provides a historical perspective on how women have evolved in the industry, as
well as providing real-world tips and insights on how they can help shape its future.
The comprehensive text helps women navigate their security careers, providing information on the
educational requirements necessary to secure the wide-ranging positions in today’s security
field. Women in the Security Profession describes available development opportunities, offering
guidance from experienced women professionals who have risen through the ranks of different
security sectors.
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Insider Threat

Prevention, Detection, Mitigation, and Deterrence
Michael G. Gelles Deloitte Consulting, LLP, Washington, DC, USA

A complete roadmap for developing an insider threat program to protect an
organization’s critical assets from espionage, embezzlement, sabotage, and identity
theft with helpful mitigation strategies and tactics for interrupting maliciously
motivated insiders intending to do harm to a company or its employees
ISBN: 978-0-12-802410-2
PUB DATE: May 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 234
TRIM: 7.5w x 9.25h
AUDIENCE
Corporate Security Managers and
Executives; Executives and
Managers in IT, HR, Legal, R&D,
Marketing, and Finance; Students
and faculty in Security, Criminal
Justice, Management, Information
Security, Forensics, and
Psychology.

KEY FEATURES
• Offers an ideal resource for executives and managers who want the latest information
available on protecting their organization’s assets from this growing threat
• Shows how departments across an entire organization can bring disparate, but related,
information together to promote the early identification of insider threats
• Provides an in-depth explanation of mitigating supply chain risk
• Outlines progressive approaches to cyber security
DESCRIPTION
Insider Threat: Detection, Mitigation, Deterrence and Prevention presents a set of solutions to
address the increase in cases of insider threat. This includes espionage, embezzlement, sabotage,
fraud, intellectual property theft, and research and development theft from current or former
employees. This book outlines a step-by-step path for developing an insider threat program within
any organization, focusing on management and employee engagement, as well as ethical, legal,
and privacy concerns. In addition, it includes tactics on how to collect, correlate, and visualize
potential risk indicators into a seamless system for protecting an organization’s critical assets from
malicious, complacent, and ignorant insiders. Insider Threat presents robust mitigation strategies
that will interrupt the forward motion of a potential insider who intends to do harm to a company
or its employees, as well as an understanding of supply chain risk and cyber security, as they relate
to insider threat.
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Building a Travel Risk Management Program
Traveler Safety and Duty of Care for Any Organization
Charles Brossman Travel risk management expert, WA, USA

Bridging the gap between travel management, security, and risk management and
reaching across departments such as human resources and legal, this book shows how
to understand and mitigate the risks associated with business travel, thus enabling
businesses to grow, meet their legal obligations, and continue to run smoothly

ISBN: 978-0-12-801925-2
PUB DATE: April 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 206
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Corporate Security managers,
Security consultants, Risk
Managers, Business professionals
who travel, travel managers,
human resource managers, inhouse legal counsel.

KEY FEATURES
• Illustrates common mistakes that can have a devastating impact across the entire enterprise
with real-world examples and case studies
• Includes testimonies from corporate travel risk security experts on best practices for meeting
the constantly changing duty of care standard
• Presents best practices for reducing the risk of exposure and liability
• Offers models for effectively promoting and advocating for travel risk management programs
within the organization
• Compares laws like the UK”s “Corporate Manslaughter Act” (considered one of the world’s
most strict legislative standards) to similar laws around the world, showing how compliance
requires constant supervision and process improvement
DESCRIPTION
Building a Travel Risk Management Program: Traveler Safety and Duty of Care for Any Organization
helps business and security professionals effectively manage traveler risk by showing them how to
build a complete travel risk program. While global corporate travel risks are increasing
exponentially, many security and business managers are not well-versed in the rapidly changing
global landscape of travel risk, nor do they fully realize the multitude of risks their companies face
if they don’t comply with their legal obligations—“duty of care"—for protecting their employees
from foreseeable harm, which can cost a company in the form of extensive fines, productivity loss,
business interruptions, stock price loss, litigation, and even potential bankruptcy.
This book is the first to bridge the gap between the topics of travel management, security, and risk
management. It serves as a reference point for working with other departments, including human
resources and legal, paving the way for better internal cooperation for travel managers and
security managers. In addition, it helps organizations craft a travel risk management program for
their unique needs that incorporates the most important policies and procedures that help them
comply with legal obligations.
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Building a Corporate Culture of Security

Strategies for Strengthening Organizational Resiliency

John Sullivant President, Sisters Three Entrepreneurs Security Consultants Company, Nashua,
NH, USA

Offering proven and integrated strategies that convert threats, hazards, risks, and
vulnerabilities into actionable security solutions, this book enhances organizational
resiliency in ways that help readers understand, and fix, the security weaknesses and
deficiencies that recur throughout an organization

ISBN: 978-0-12-802019-7
PUB DATE: February 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 290
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Security Directors, Managers, and
consultants; Business executives
and managers charged with risk
management and security
responsibilities; Security
Management students.

KEY FEATURES
• Provides a comprehensive understanding of the root causes of the most common security
vulnerabilities that impact organizations and strategies for their early detection and
prevention
• Offers techniques for security managers on how to establish and maintain effective
communications with executives, especially when bringing security weakness--and solutions-to them
• Outlines a strategy for determining the value and contribution of protocols to the
organization, how to detect gaps, duplications and omissions from those protocols, and how
to improve their purpose and usefulness
• Explores strategies for building professional competencies; managing security operations, and
assessing risks, threats, vulnerabilities, and consequences
• Shows how to establish a solid foundation for the layering of security and building a resilient
protection-in-depth capability that benefits the entire organization
• Offers appendices with proven risk management and risk-based metric frameworks and
architecture platforms
DESCRIPTION
Building a Corporate Culture of Security: Strategies for Strengthening Organizational Resiliency
provides readers with the proven strategies, methods, and techniques they need to present ideas
and a sound business case for improving or enhancing security resilience to senior management.
Presented from the viewpoint of a leading expert in the field, the book offers proven and
integrated strategies that convert threats, hazards, risks, and vulnerabilities into actionable
security solutions, thus enhancing organizational resiliency in ways that executive management will
accept.
The book delivers a much-needed look into why some corporate security practices programs work
and others don’t. Offering the tools necessary for anyone in the organization charged with security
operations, Building a Corporate Culture of Security provides practical and useful guidance on
handling security issues corporate executives hesitate to address until it’s too late.
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The Information Systems Security Officer's
Guide, 3e
Establishing and Managing a Cyber Security Program

Gerald L. Kovacich Security consultant, lecturer, and author, Oak Harbor, WA, USA

This practical guide presents advice on establishing, managing, and evaluating a
successful information protection program in a corporation or government agency,
covering everything from effective communication to career guidance for the
information security officer working in today’s global marketplace

ISBN: 978-0-12-802190-3
PREVIOUS EDITION ISBN:
978-0-7506-7656-4
PUB DATE: February 2016
FORMAT: Paperback
PAGES: c. 350
TRIM: 6w x 9h
AUDIENCE
Information Security
professionals, Security
professionals, Information
Security students

KEY FEATURES
• Provides updated chapters that reflect the latest technological changes and advances in
countering the latest information security threats and risks and how they relate to corporate
security and crime investigation
• Includes new topics, such as forensics labs and information warfare, as well as how to liaison
with attorneys, law enforcement, and other agencies others outside the organization
• Written in an accessible, easy-to-read style
DESCRIPTION
The Information Systems Security Officer's Guide: Establishing and Managing a Cyber Security
Program, Third Edition, provides users with information on how to combat the ever-changing
myriad of threats security professionals face. This entirely updated edition presents practical
advice on establishing, managing, and evaluating a successful information protection program in a
corporation or government agency, covering everything from effective communication to career
guidance for the information security officer.
The book outlines how to implement a new plan or evaluate an existing one, and is especially
targeted to those who are new to the topic. It is the definitive resource for learning the key
characteristics of an effective information systems security officer (ISSO), and paints a
comprehensive portrait of an ISSO's duties, their challenges, and working environments, from
handling new technologies and threats, to performing information security duties in a national
security environment.
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